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I. INTRODUCTION
In late 1998, birders and biologists in central Florida were thrilled
to observe a record number of species visiting the Lake Apopka resto-
ration project. Unfortunately, what initially appeared to be a great
ecological restoration success story soon turned into an ecological
nightmare. By March of 1999, hundreds of birds were sick and dying.
As the National Audubon Society reported shortly thereafter, "hun-
dreds of fish-eating birds were dying, some convulsing and bleeding
from the eyes and beak, symptoms of pesticide poisoning."' The
poisoned birds included protected species such as American white pel-
icans, wood storks and even the bald eagle. By 1999, the St. Johns
River Water Management District ("SJRWMD"), the agency in charge
of the Lake Apopka restoration project, saw itself morph from the nat-
ural resources agency responsible for a successful project that at-
tracted record numbers of birds to the subject of a federal criminal
investigation for alleged violations of several federal laws including
the Endangered Species Act ("ESA"), the Migratory Bird Treaty Act
("MBTA"), and the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act ("BGEPA").
At this point, SJRWMD could have chosen to throw in the towel on its
Lake Apopka restoration efforts and shift all of its resources and at-
tention to defending itself against the criminal allegations. Instead,
SJRWMD chose to push on and continue with the restoration project,
and use the bird kill tragedy to guide future research and restoration
decisions. In other words, SJRWMD chose to "adapt" to the new infor-
mation gleaned from the tragedy and learn from its mistakes, a pro-
cess fairly characterized as "adaptive management."
For decades, scientific and legal scholars alike have promoted the
concept of "adaptive management" as a necessary approach to mean-
ingful environmental management, restoration, and regulation. Un-
fortunately, adaptive management success stories are few and far
between. The Lake Apopka Restoration Project provides a real-world
illustration of adaptive management at work. In this Article, I use
adaptive management theory to explore mechanisms to make environ-
mental law better able to address the uncertainties and changing na-
ture of natural systems to restore and protect ecological resilience
using the Lake Apopka restoration project as a case study. The case
study involves more than fifty years of experience with environmental
contamination, pollution control, clean-up, and restoration and dem-
1. Ted Williams, Lessons From Lake Apopka, AUDUBON, July-Aug. 1999, at 64-65.
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onstrates the need for an adaptive approach to respond to new infor-
mation, unintended consequences, and changed economic and
ecological circumstances. The case study involves a number of federal
and state regulatory and incentive-based programs. This Article eval-
uates which approaches used on Lake Apopka were "adaptive" and
which were not and how a multifaceted approach using a number of
complex regulatory and non-regulatory tools may be needed to ade-
quately deal with environmental restoration issues. Specifically, this
Article takes an in-depth look at what SJRWMD did to shift Lake
Apopka back to its non-eutrophic state and to reintroduce resilience
mechanisms back into the lake. The Article also evaluates the adap-
tations that were necessary at virtually every step in the restoration
process to respond to legal losses, changed circumstances, new scien-
tific understandings, unintended consequences of restoration activi-
ties, and even tragic mistakes. The Article concludes by offering
observations on the lessons from Lake Apopka that can be used to
make future environmental restoration projects more adaptive and
more successful at restoring ecological resilience.
II. SUCCESS THROUGH ADAPTATION AND RESILIENCE
A. Adaptive Management
The adaptive management concept originated from the works of
C.S. Holling and Carl Walters in 1978 and 1986, respectively, 2 but can
be traced back to Charles Lindblom's article The Science of "Muddling
Through" published in 1959.3 Holling incorporated the concept of re-
silience into policy design as an alternative to environmental assess-
ment,4 which he found to be a "reactive approach" that "will inhibit
2. Warren T. Coleman, Legal Barriers to the Restoration of Aquatic Systems and the
Utilization of Adaptive Management, 23 VT. L. REV. 177, 186 (1998); C.S. HOL-
LING ET AL., ADAPTIVE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT AND MANAGEMENT (C.S. Hol-
ling ed., 1978); CARL WALTERS, ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT OF RENEWABLE
RESOURCES (Wayne M. Getz ed., 1986); Bradley C. Karkkainen, Adaptive Ecosys-
tem Management and Regulatory Penalty Defaults: Toward a Bounded Pragma-
tism, 87 MINN. L. REV. 943 (2003) (outlining different varieties of adaptive
management, including scientific hypothesis-testing, macro-adaptation, and
adaptive management as used in federal agencies).
3. Charles E. Lindblom, The Science of "Muddling Through", 19 PuB. ADMIN. REV.
79 (1959) (analyzing the decision-making processes of public administrators).
4. HOLLING ET AL., supra note 2, at 19. Holling stated:
The concept of resilience, in which the different distinct modes of behav-
ior are maintained because of, rather than despite, variability, is sug-
gested as an overall criterion for policy design. The more that variability
in partially known systems is retained, the more likely it is that both the
natural and management parts of the system will be responsive to the
unexpected. The very process and techniques we recommend, while
aimed in part at reducing uncertainty, are designed as a changing adap-
tive process of policy design.
[Vol. 87:950
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laudable economic enterprises as well as violate critical environmen-
tal constraints."5 Holling described adaptive management as "in-
tegrat[ing] environmental with economic and social understanding at
the very beginning of the design process, in a sequence of steps during
the design phase and after implementation."6
Walters described adaptive management as a way to deal with sci-
entific uncertainty when managing renewable resources, especially
since resource managers had begun relying on quantitative modeling
as a tool to predict responses to alternative harvesting policies.7 Ac-
cording to Walters, renewable resource scientists had failed by not
putting greater emphasis on socioeconomic dynamics in their research
and management and in their approach to dealing with scientific un-
certainty.8 Instead of cautiously regulating harvests while seeking
better understanding through more and more detailed analyses, Wal-
ters suggested using an adaptive management process "where man-
agement activities themselves are viewed as the primary tools for
experimentation."9
The need for an adaptive approach to management became appar-
ent in light of new understanding of ecosystems as dynamic, rather
than as having only one equilibrium state.10 Since then, government
agencies have been trying to account for the disparity between science
and environmental law and formulate a system that can adjust to con-
front scientific uncertainty."1 However, environmental regulation
that can "provide feedback loops to update regulatory efforts as infor-
mation increases" is counterintuitive to the American legal system.1 2
Id. at 19-20.
5. Id. at 1.
6. Id.
7. WALTERS, supra note 2, at vii.
8. Id. at 2.
9. Id. at 2-3.
10. Timothy H. Profeta, Managing Without a Balance: Environmental Regulation In
Light of Ecological Advances, 7 DuKE ENVTL. L. & POL'Y F. 71, 71-74 (1996); A.
Dan Tarlock, The Nonequilibrium Paradigm in Ecology and the Partial Unrav-
eling of Environmental Law, 27 Loy. L.A. L. REV. 1121 (1994) (discussing the
non-equilibrium paradigm).
11. "The law tends to encourage regulatory inaction in the face of uncertainty."
Thomas T. Ankersen & Richard Hamann, Ecosystem Management and the Ever-
glades: A Legal and Institutional Analysis, 11 J. LAND USE & ENVTL. L. 473, 493
(1996). Adaptive management is being recognized and adopted in varying de-
grees by federal government agencies responsible for managing natural re-
sources, including the National Forest Service, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, the U.S. Department of the Interior, the Bureau of Reclamation, the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers, and the Bureau of Land Management. Coleman, supra
note 2, at 187. Federal agencies have been using adaptive management for the
restoration of critical ecosystems, such as the Pacific Northwest Forests, the Col-
orado River, and the Everglades. Id.
12. Profeta, supra note 10, at 86.
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Thus, adaptive management has not been seriously incorporated into
environmental law.13
Environmental law often requires that regulation be based upon
the "best available scientific knowledge," which is a principle of
ecosystem management.14 According to J.B. Ruhl, "[e]cosystem man-
agement is exactly what it sounds like-managing ecosystem-level
problems through ecosystem-level approaches-and it almost always
calls for creative and adaptive use of policy instruments as varied as
inflexible commands at one extreme to generous incentives at the
other."15 Adaptive management, also a principle of ecosystem man-
agement, 16 has become increasingly synonymous with ecosystem
management.17
In 1992, The National Research Council ("NRC") conducted a study
on the use of adaptive management for the restoration of aquatic eco-
systems. 18 The study is cited as an example of how legal academics
view adaptive management in terms of how resource management
should be conducted.19 The study suggests using the Adaptive Envi-
ronmental Assessment ("AEA") developed by C.S. Holling as an appro-
priate "process for involving scientists, resource managers, policy
analysts, and decision makers interactively in designing resource
management programs."20 In formulating a National Restoration
Strategy, the NRC established adaptive management as a principle
13. Id. "The legal challenge is to maintain enough flexibility for institutions to man-
age systems that are in a constant state of flux, while providing the legal cer-
tainty required to satisfy procedural and substantive due process." Coleman,
supra note 2, at 178.
14. Ankersen & Hamann, supra note 11, at 492.
15. J. B. Ruhl, Taking Adaptive Management Seriously: A Case Study of the Endan-
gered Species Act, 52 U. KAN. L. REV. 1249, 1250 (2004). Edward Grumbine pro-
vided the following working definition of ecosystem management: "Ecosystem
management integrates scientific knowledge of ecological relationships within a
complex sociopolitical and values framework toward the general goal of protect-
ing native ecosystem integrity over the long term." R. Edward Grumbine, What
is Ecosystem Management?, 8 CONSERVATION BIOLOGY 27, 31 (1994).
16. Ankersen & Hamann, supra note 11, at 492.
17. J.B. Ruhl, Thinking of Environmental Law as a Complex Adaptive System: How
to Clean Up the Environment by Making a Mess of Environmental Law, 34 Hous.
L. REV. 933, 999 (1997) (proposing the adaptive management process as one of
the three legs of a revolutionized environmental law). "[V]irtually every collec-
tion of domestic ecosystem management principles, however varied, explicitly in-
corporates adaptive management as a guiding principle." Ankersen & Hamann,
supra note 11, at 494. Grumbine found that adaptive management was one of the
dominant themes emerging from a review of ecosystem management articles in
peer-reviewed journals up to 1993. Grumbine, supra note 15, at 29-31.
18. See COMM. ON RESTORATION OF AQUATIC ECOSYSTEMS, NAT'L RESEARCH COUNCIL,
RESTORATION OF AQUATIC ECOSYSTEMS: SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND PUBLIC POL-
ICY 357 (1992) [hereinafter NAT'L RESEARCH COUNCIL STUDY].
19. Coleman, supra note 2, at 186-87.
20. NAT'L RESEARCH COUNCIL STUDY, supra note 18, at 345.
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for priority setting and decision-making in the face of scientific uncer-
tainty.2 1 The example used by NRC was Chesapeake Bay's nutrient
management strategy, in which the initial goal was set to reduce nu-
trient loading by forty percent.2 2 The policy makers committed to a
continuous study of the goal itself, as well as the cost and effectiveness
of the chosen means. As a result, both the goals and approaches of the
nutrient management strategy are subject to revision over time.2 3
Both the legal and scientific scholarly literature of the past several
years is rife with calls for the increased use of adaptive management
in a variety of environmental regulatory, management and restoration
contexts. 2 4 Unfortunately, although numerous examples exist where
resource agencies adopted adaptive management policies, at least in
name, as part of a variety of environmental management and/or resto-
ration projects, examples of successful adaptive management are hard
to find. One of the best known examples is that of the Columbia River
Basin Fish and Wildlife Program, which is considered the first appli-
cation of adaptive management in resource management 25 and was
the world's largest biological restoration program at the time it began
in 1986.26 Intensive management of the Columbia River Basin began
with the listing of several Snake River salmon populations as endan-
gered. 2 7 Congress passed the Pacific Northwest Electric Power Plan-
21. Id. at 357-58.
22. Id. at 358. Concerns over declining fisheries and rising pollutants in the bay
arose in the 1970s. Profeta, supra note 10, at 89. In 1975, Congress authorized a
five-year study of threats to the bay and, in 1983, Congress formed a structure to
govern the ecosystem. Id. at 89-90. These efforts to protect the bay eventually
evolved to incorporate adaptive management in order to fill informational gaps.
Id. at 90. The program had some success, but failed to identify the exact relation-
ship between water quality levels and habitat health. Id.
23. NAT'L RESEARCH COUNCIL STUDY, supra note 18, at 358.
24. See, e.g., John H. Davidson & Thomas Earl Geu, The Missouri River and Adap-
tive Management: Protecting Ecological Function and Legal Process, 80 NEB. L.
REV. 816 (2001); Alfred R. Light, Tales of the Tamiami Trail: Implementing
Adaptive Management in Everglades Restoration, 22 J. LAND USE & ENVTL. L. 59
(2006); Bryan G. Norton, The Rebirth of Environmentalism as Pragmatic, Adap-
tive Management, 24 VA. ENVTL. L.J. 353 (2005); J.B. Ruhl, Regulation by Adap-
tive Management-Is It Possible?, 7 MINN. J. L. Sci. & TECH. 21 (2005); Julie
Thrower, Adaptive Management and NEPA: How a Nonequilibrium View of Eco-
systems Mandates Flexible Regulation, 33 ECOLOGY L.Q. 871 (2006); Joy B.
Zedler, Adaptive Management of Coastal Ecosystems Designed to Support Endan-
gered Species, 24 ECOLOGY L.Q. 735 (1997).
25. See Ankersen & Hamann, supra note 11, at 495-98.
26. Kai N. Lee & Jody Lawrence, Adaptive Management: Learning From the Colum-
bia River Basin Fish and Wildlife Program, 16 ENVTL. L. 431, 440-41 (1986);
John M. Volkman & Willis E. McConnaha, Through a Glass, Darkly: Columbia
River Salmon, The Endangered Species Act, and Adaptive Management, 23
ENVTL. L. 1249 (1993).
27. Profeta, supra note 10, at 91.
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ning and Conservation Act (the "Act") in 1980,28 which established
the Pacific Northwest Electric Power and Conservation Planning
Council (the "Council"). 29 The Act mandated that "[tihe Council shall
promptly develop and adopt ... a program to protect, mitigate, and
enhance fish and wildlife .... [T]he program, to the greatest extent
possible, shall be designed to deal with that river and its tributaries as
a system . . . ."30 The Act also requires "that fish and wildlife be ac-
corded 'equitable treatment' among the multiple purposes of the hy-
droelectric projects . *..."31 Finally, the Act requires that the "best
available scientific knowledge" be used. 32 The Council adopted an
adaptive management policy as part of its action plan. Agencies in-
volved included the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, the Bu-
reau of Reclamation, and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (the
"Corps").3 3 Professor Kai Lee, a member of the Council, suggested
adaptive management in 1984.34 The Council found that using adap-
tive management as a policy framework "recognizes biological uncer-
tainty, while accepting the congressional mandate to proceed on the
basis of the 'best available scientific knowledge.'" 35
Since the development of the Columbia River program, several fed-
eral and state agencies have adopted adaptive management ap-
proaches in a number of settings. One such use by federal agencies
was with regard to the Glen Canyon Dam, which stores water and
generates power.3 6 The construction of the dam altered the flow of the
river below the dam resulting in decreased sediment deposits that
build canyon beaches, decreased river temperature, and fluctuating
releases of water, all of which threaten listed indigenous fish.37 The
resulting political pressure forced the Bureau of Reclamation to pre-
pare $88 million worth of scientific studies, which then forced the De-
partments of the Interior and Energy to prepare environmental
impact statements ("EIS") for the operation of the dam.38 The operat-
28. 16 U.S.C. §§ 839-839h (2000).
29. Id. § 839b(a); Lee & Lawrence, supra note 26, at 435; Northwest Power & Conser-
vation Council, http://www.nwcouncil.org/Default.htm (last visited Jan. 10,
2008).
30. 16 U.S.C. § 839b(h)(1)(A) (emphasis added).
31. Lee & Lawrence, supra note 26 at 440; see 16 U.S.C. § 839b(h)(11)(A)(i).
32. 16 U.S.C. § 839b(h)(6)(B) (emphasis added).
33. Lee & Lawrence, supra note 26, at 436-37; see also 16 U.S.C. §§ 839b(h)(11)(A)(ii)
("Federal agencies responsible for managing, operating, or regulating Federal or
non-Federal hydroelectric facilities located on the Columbia River or its tributa-
ries shall . . . tak[e] into account at each relevant stage of decisionmaking
processes to the fullest extent practicable, the program adopted by the Council
34. V.-::nan & McConnaha, supra note 26, at 1255.
35. Lee .-'; Lawrence, supra note 26, at 435 (quoting 16 U.S.C. § 839b(h)(6)(B)).
36. Tarlock, supra note 10, at 1143.
37. Id.
38. Id.
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ing agencies have adopted adaptive management in order to be able to
experiment with flow regimes and satisfy the National Environmental
Policy Act ("NEPA") EIS requirement.3 9
In addition, the U.S. Forest Service expressly adopted adaptive
management in its plan governing federal lands in Oregon, Washing-
ton, and northern California.40 The goal of the plan was to resolve the
conflicts arising from the protection of the spotted owl as an endan-
gered species and timber harvesting.41 The plan designates Adaptive
Management Areas ("AMAs") and regulates on the basis of ecosystem
units.4 2 The governance of the AMAs eventually evolved into a decen-
tralized system in order to address ecosystem complexity and allow
public input.4 3
The Corps has also adopted the concept of adaptive management in
its 2001 Revised Draft Environmental Impact Statement (the "Re-
vised Draft") for the Missouri River Master Water Control Manual
(the "Master Manual").44 The Master Manual is a system of written
operating instructions for the operation of the Missouri River Basin. 45
The Master Manual was originally prepared in 1960.46 In 1989, the
Corps agreed to revise the Master Manual.47 This would be the first
time the Master Manual would be subject to review under NEPA.48
During the NEPA review process, the Corps asked the United States
Fish and Wildlife Service ("FWS") for formal consultation under the
ESA.49 It is important to note that in 1994 the FWS had announced a
policy change that all of its regulatory and other functions would be
guided by the concept of ecosystem management. 5 0 One of the reason-
able and prudent alternatives suggested by FWS in its biological opin-
ion was the recommendation to adopt adaptive management. 51 The
FWS recommended two components of this new adaptive management
process-establishment of an interagency coordination team and im-
plementation of a monitoring program. 52 All five EIS alternatives in
the Revised Draft were to be "buttressed by a process known as adap-
39. Id.; BUREAU OF RECLAMATION, U.S. DEP'T OF INTERIOR, OPERATION OF GLEN CAN-
YON DAM: DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT (1994).
40. Profeta, supra note 10, at 92.
41. Id.; Ankersen & Hamann, supra note 11, at 495.
42. Profeta, supra note 10, at 92-93.
43. Id. at 93.
44. Davidson & Geu, supra note 24, at 819.
45. Id. at 834.
46. Id.
47. Id.
48. Id.
49. Id. at 841.
50. Id. at 837.
51. Id. at 842.
52. Id.
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tive management."5 3 The Corps planned to refine the adaptive man-
agement process in the Revised Draft after it received the NRC report
titled Missouri River Ecosystem: Exploring the Prospects for
Recovery.54
In addition, the Corps has used adaptive management as a tool to
confront the ecological uncertainties in deciding what a restored Ever-
glades ecosystem should look like.55 The Corps employed adaptive
management in the Everglades Nutrient Removal Project and when
experimenting with modified water deliveries. 56 The Everglades Nu-
trient Removal Project (the "ENR Project"), authorized by the Ever-
glades Forever Act of 1994,57 is an experimental program developed
by the South Florida Water Management District (the "SFWMD") to
treat agricultural stormwater runoff for excess nutrients prior to its
discharge into a water conservation area.58 The U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency ("EPA") required a National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System ("NPDES") permit for the program. 59 Thus, the
SFWMD had the burden of proving that experimental program would
meet water quality standards.60 "The circular logic involved in requir-
ing managers to give assurances that a project can meet a standard,
when the project has been designed to test whether the standard can
be met, could have a substantial chilling effect on adaptive manage-
ment projects, particularly those on an ecosystem scale."6 1 The EPA
eventually issued a NPDES permit for the ENR Project, but the per-
mit was challenged by Friends of the Everglades "on the ground that
the experimental nature precluded any assurance the discharge would
meet water quality standards."6 2 Another issue raised in the permit
challenge was the EPA's decision not to undertake NEPA review of
the ENR project on the basis that it was not a "major action signifi-
cantly affecting the environment."63
The Congressional mandate to experiment with water deliveries to
the Everglades National Park from the Central and Southern Flood
Control Project is cited as one example of "legislative authorization to
pursue an adaptive management policy... ,"64 "The 1984 legislation
53. Id. at 843.
54. Id. at 844.
55. Ankersen & Hamann, supra note 11, at 492.
56. Id. at 496-500.
57. FLA. STAT. § 373.4592(4)(a) (2005).
58. Ankersen & Hamann, supra note 11, at 496.
59. Id.
60. Id.
61. Id.
62. Id. at 496-97.
63. Id. at 497 (quoting John E. Childe, Friends of the Everglades, Request for Evi-
dentiary Hearing before the Environmental Protection Agency on NPDES Permit
No. FL0043885, at 53 (1994)).
64. Id. at 498.
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authorized the Corps, in conjunction with the water management dis-
trict, to experiment with deliveries of water to the Everglades Na-
tional Park based on a concept referred to as the 'rainfall plan.'"65
The goal of the experiment was to develop an optimum water delivery
plan for the Everglades National Park.66 The Corps selected a "modi-
fied raindriven plan" and initiated consultation with FWS under sec-
tion 7 of the ESA.67 The FWS authorized the Corps' preferred
alternative through an incidental take permit. 68
Despite the abundant examples of environmental and natural re-
sources agencies adopting adaptive management policies as part of
their environmental management and restoration efforts, the extent
to which adaptive management is actually employed on the ground
and the level of success with implementing adaptive management ap-
proaches is not clear. Although the projects described above all have
adopted some form of adaptive management in their policy or manage-
ment documents, it is not clear how much of this is merely giving lip
service to the idea of adaptive management, how much is mere desire
or intent to use adaptive management in the future, and how much of
it is actual on-the-ground implementation of true adaptive manage-
ment approaches. Many of the projects described above are ongoing
projects, which have not yet been determined to have "succeeded" or
"failed" in meeting their objectives.
B. Resilience
Ecological resilience has been described as "a measure of the
amount of change or disruption that is required to transform a system
from being maintained by one set of mutually reinforcing processes
and structures to a different set of processes and structures."69 The
concept of ecological resilience is based on the understanding that eco-
systems can exist in multiple stable states.7 0 Ecological resilience
should not be confused with "engineering resilience," which is a mea-
sure of the time it takes for a system to return to a steady state after
experiencing a perturbation. In contrast, the concept of ecological re-
silience focuses on conditions that exist far from a steady state, where
perturbations can shift a system into a different state, or in other
words, into another "regime of behavior." As Holling and Gunderson
65. Id.
66. Id. at 498-99.
67. Id. at 499.
68. Id.
69. Garry D. Peterson, Contagious Disturbance and Ecological Resilience 216 (May
1999) (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Florida) (contrasting ecolog-
ical resilience with engineering resilience, which is defimed as "the rate at which
a system returns to a single steady or cyclic state following a perturbation").
70. Id. at 218.
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explain it, the fundamental flaw with using engineering resilience as
a metric with regard to natural ecosystems is that it "reinforces the
dangerous myth that the variability of natural systems can be effec-
tively controlled, that the consequences are predictable, and that sus-
tained maximum production is an attainable and sustainable goal."71
Ecological resilience, a measure of the magnitude of a perturbation
that a system can absorb before the disturbance causes the system to
shift into a different regime of behavior with different controlling
processes, provides a more realistic view of natural systems. 72 As
such, ecological resilience captures the strength of redundancies in the
system stemming from reinforcing processes and compensating func-
tions provided by more than one species. These redundancies endow
the system with an ability to absorb disturbances and persist despite
the disruption.7 3 When viewed in the context of environmental man-
agement, restoration, or regulatory decision-making, ecological resili-
ence is a measure of a system's ability to withstand failed
management or regulatory decisions.7 4
Historically, environmental managers and regulators have oper-
ated on the outdated notion that the goal of environmental protection
is to achieve or maintain a "balance of nature," in which an ecosystem
exists in one static "steady state." New understandings of ecosystems
suggest that ecosystems are not static because they are continually
subject to a variety of both natural and human perturbations, which
cause a range of changes. Most perturbations are within a range of
type and magnitude such that, while certain changes may occur
within the ecosystem, it does not "flip" into a new and different state.
Certain changes, however, are either of a type or of sufficient magni-
tude that they can cause the ecosystem to change to an entirely differ-
ent state. In many cases, the ecosystem may be able to revert to the
prior state once the perturbation is removed, or if certain previous
conditions are reintroduced to the system. If the perturbation is ex-
treme enough, or if it is maintained for sufficiently long duration,
however, the new state may become permanent and it may be virtu-
ally impossible for the ecosystem to revert to the original state absent
some extreme circumstances. This new understanding of natural sys-
tems makes it evident that the objective of environmental managers
and regulators should not be to achieve and maintain a "fixed" condi-
tion, but rather to seek to keep man-made perturbations within the
71. C. S. Holling & Lance H. Gunderson, Resilience and Adaptive Cycles, in
PANARCHY: UNDERSTANDING TRANSFORMATIONS IN HUMAN AND NATURAL SYSTEMS
25, 28 (Lance H. Gunderson & C.S. Holling eds., 2002).
72. Lance H. Gunderson et al., Resilience of Large-Scale Resource Systems, in RESILI-
ENCE AND THE BEHAVIOR OF LARGE-SCALE SYSTEMS 3, 4 (Lance H. Gunderson &
Lowell Pritchard, Jr. eds., 2002).
73. Id. at 6.
74. Id. at 6-7.
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range of types, magnitudes, and durations that will not result in the
system flipping to a different state, or at a minimum, such that if a
system does flip to a different state, it is not a permanent irreversible
condition. The goal, then, of environmental restoration projects often
is to reintroduce the conditions necessary to revert the system back to
the previous preferred state. By ensuring that the ecological resili-
ence of an ecosystem is maintained or reintroduced, it is more likely
that an ecosystem will be able to withstand a greater range of per-
turbations without undergoing a state shift. So how can environmen-
tal managers and regulators assure that ecosystems are resilient?
First, it is necessary to understand what factors increase a system's
ecological resilience. Research suggests that one of the most signifi-
cant factors to increasing a system's ecological resilience is to increase
its species richness. However, mere numbers of species may not be
the complete answer. Scientists have developed a variety of hypothe-
ses that attempt to describe how species diversity affects ecological
resilience.
A number of factors can contribute to the stability of an ecosystem.
One factor in ensuring stability is biological diversity. Because indi-
vidual species are only able to perform limited ecosystem functions,
the greater the species richness (i.e., the greater the number of spe-
cies), the greater functional diversity in the ecosystem. 75 Thus, the
extent to which one species can compensate for the loss of a function
previously provided by another species, impacts the ability for the sys-
tem to be able to dampen the effects of perturbations. 76 However,
mere number of species may not tell the whole story. Ecologists have
developed a number of hypotheses that attempt to discern the influ-
ence of species richness on ecological resilience. One such hypothesis
analogizes species as "rivets" on an airplane wing. A certain number
of rivets can be lost without the wing coming loose from the airplane.
However, at some point a threshold is reached and the next rivet re-
moved causes the wing to come loose. Under this hypothesis, a certain
number of species can be lost from a system without the system flip-
ping to another state, but at some point, the next species lost will re-
sult in the system flip.7 7
The elimination of an important component of an ecosystem, such
as the loss of a species that performs important functions, can result
in the irreversible loss of a former stable state such that the system is
no longer able to shift back into that state. 78 However, once a system
is disturbed to the extent that it shifts into a different state, it may be
extremely difficult, if not impossible to revert the system back to the
75. Peterson, supra note 69, at 209.
76. Gunderson et al., supra note 72, at 9.
77. Id.
78. Id. at 7; Peterson, supra note 69, at 221.
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prior state, because the new state will exhibit its own ecological resili-
ence. Resource managers and regulators must be cognizant of this
fact as well as the fact that even a very slow and gradual erosion of an
ecosystem's controlling processes can result in a flip into a different
state.79 Thus, an objective of environmental management and regula-
tion should be to maintain a level of ecological resilience, including a
sufficient amount of redundancy ecosystem controlling processes, such
that unexpected disturbances, whether anthropogenic or natural, can
be absorbed without causing the system to shift states.
Another hypothesis, the "driver/passenger" hypothesis, posits that
it is not the mere numbers of species that is critical, but rather it is
the role that the species play that determines the impact to the system
if that species is removed. This hypothesis identifies certain species
as drivers-i.e., those playing a critical role in the controlling
processes of the ecosystem. Loss of these driver species can have a
much greater impact on the ecosystem than would loss of a passenger
species.SO
One of the best understood examples of ecological resilience in a
multi-state system is that of freshwater lakes. Shallow freshwater
lakes exist in one of two alternative stable states depending on a num-
ber of factors, including turbidity, nutrient loading, and vegetation
and fish production. 8 ' The two alternative states are a clear lake
dominated by aquatic vegetation or a turbid lake dominated by al-
gae.8 2 Lakes will shift between the two alternative stable states in
response to various perturbations such as increased nutrient loading,
decreases in fish species that consume algae, the addition of sedi-
ments, or vegetation removal.8 3 Conversely, a lake in the alternative
state of being turbid and dominated by algae, can shift to the clear
stable state in response to changes including a reduction in a popula-
tion of bottom-foraging fish or a reduction in the numbers of predators
of algae-eating fish.S4
Freshwater lake systems normally are dynamic. The complex and
redundant structures and processes of freshwater lakes normally en-
able the ecosystem processes of lakes to be maintained despite the reg-
ular disturbances that occur in the lake and its watershed.8 5 This
ecological resilience results from a variety of structures and processes
that are part of natural un-degraded freshwater lakes. Vegetated ri-
79. Gunderson et al., supra note 72, at 7.
80. Id. at 9.
81. Peterson, supra note 69, at 218.
82. Id.
83. Id. at 219.
84. Id.
85. Stephen R. Carpenter & Kathryn L. Cottingham, Resilience and the Restoration
of Lakes, in RESILIENCE AND THE BEHAVIOR OF LARGE-SCALE SYSTEMS 51, 52
(Lance H. Gunderson & Lowell Pritchard, Jr. eds., 2002).
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parian areas delay or prevent nutrient flows into the lake from upland
or upstream run-off.8 6 These riparian zones also provide habitat for
fish and other aquatic species that make-up the lake system food
web.8 7 Wetlands adjacent to lakes filter and absorb run-off, thereby
lessening nutrient flow into the lake itself.8 8 Predatory fish serve to
structure the food web below them and zooplankton feed on phyto-
plankton such that influxes of phosphorus are stored in the biomass of
higher trophic level species, rather than in lower trophic level species
such as algae.8 9 In addition, littoral zone plants store nutrients, pro-
vide habitat and produce dissolved oxygen. 90 These structures and
processes serve as resilience mechanisms that mitigate the effects of
disturbance. 9 1 Healthy lakes are characterized by conditions wherein
more than one species is able to provide the same or similar function.
Thus, if disturbances occur that eliminate or reduce one species, other
species will compensate for the loss of the functions provided by the
lost species. However, if the perturbance is substantial enough, too
many species will be lost, and thus functional compensation will not
occur.9 2 For any given lake, only a small percentage of the total num-
ber of species provide critical functions. However, the specific species
whose loss will cause a state shift are rarely identified.9 3
Many anthropogenic and natural perturbations can contribute to a
freshwater lake system shifting between states. 94 Natural distur-
bances include fires, storms that stir up bottom sediments, and other
weather conditions. Human-induced disturbances typically stem from
agricultural or urban/suburban land uses.9 5 The typical causes of a
shift of a lake from a clear to a eutrophic state are: (1) increased nutri-
ent inputs from agricultural or urban land uses; (2) the stocking of
game that eat phytoplankton-eating organisms; (3) the over-fishing of
large game fish that prey on the fish that eat phytoplankton-eating
organisms; and (4) increases in zooplankton-eating fish from over-fish-
ing of their predators. 96 A shift to a eutrophic state is evidenced by
increases in bottom-feeding fish and declines in macrophytes due to
reductions in water clarity and disturbances by bottom-eating fish.97
Most natural perturbances and many human-induced perturbations
86. Id. at 53.
87. Id.
88. Id.
89. Id. at 54.
90. Id.
91. Id.
92. Id. at 63.
93. Id.
94. Id. at 52.
95. Id. at 51.
96. Id. at 55-59.
97. Id. at 55.
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are either relatively brief in duration or small in magnitude such that
the lake system is able to absorb the disturbances. For example, a
large storm may cause bottom sediments to be stirred-up or may in-
crease run-off. However, because the storm is short in duration, the
system is able to withstand these disturbances because the normal
resilience mechanisms in place, such as plants that absorb nutrients
from stirred-up bottom sediments and wetlands that slow run-off,
tend to restore the normal system dynamics. 9s However, more severe
or longer duration perturbations can erode and ultimately destroy
these resilience mechanisms. Many anthropogenic disturbances of
lake systems tend to be of greater magnitude or longer duration than
many natural disturbances. Accordingly, human-induced distur-
bances often are sufficient to overwhelm resilience mechanisms and
ultimately result a qualitative change in the system-i.e., the lake
system shifting to a turbid or eutrophied state.99
To cause a shallow lake to shift to a eutrophic state, several resili-
ence mechanisms must be broken down.lOO New resilience mecha-
nisms that tend to keep the lake in the eutrophic state will then
form.1 0 1 Once a lake has been degraded to the point at which the re-
silience mechanisms breakdown and it shifts to its alternative eutro-
phic state, its new resilience mechanisms will have to be overcome to
successfully restore the lake back to its previous clear state.10 2 The
eutrophic state of a lake reinforces itself via a number of mechanisms.
For example, phytoplankton may shade-out and prevent the growth of
submersed plants, thereby preventing the bottom-stabilization and
habitat functions provided by those submersed plants.1o 3
98. Id. at 54
99. Id. Technically, the hypothesis of alternative stable states posits two states dis-
tinguished by the relative dominance of two groups of primary producers: the
clear state, which is dominated by macrophytes; and the turbid state, which is
dominated by phytoplankton. The term "eutrophic" refers to the trophic level
(level of primary production) of the system, and in some situations a lake could
move from a turbid state to a clear state without a concomitant change in trophic
level. See, e.g., Edgar F. Lowe et al., The Restoration of Lake Apopka in Relation
to Alternative Stable States: An Alternative View to That of Bachmann et al.
(1999), 448 HYDROBIOLOGIA 11 (Apr. 2001); Claire L. Schelske et al., Abrupt Bio-
logical Response to Hydrologic and Land-Use Changes In Lake Apopka Florida,
USA, 34 AMBIO 192 (2005) [hereinafter Schelske, Hydrologic and Land-Use
Changes]; Claire L. Schelske et al., Wind or Nutrients: Historic Development of
Hypereutrophy in Lake Apopka, Florida, 55 ARCHIV FOR HYDROBIOLOGIE SPECIAL
IssuEs, ADvANCES IN LIMNOLoGY 543 (2000). Thus, although from a scientific
standpoint the two states are clear and turbid rather than clear and eutrophic,
for purposes of this Article, the terms "eutrophic" and "turbid" will be used
interchangeably.
100. Carpenter & Cottingham, supra note 85, at 55.
101. Id.
102. Id. at 57.
103. Id.
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Many shallow lake restoration projects have failed because they
have failed to take into consideration the resilience mechanisms of the
eutrophic state. In the past, lake restoration projects tended to focus
on simply abating one disturbance (e.g., reducing the input of nutri-
ents), rather than engaging in multi-faceted approaches that are
aimed at overcoming the full suite of resilience mechanisms.1o4 Thus,
these past approaches rarely provided a long-term solution.105 To
have systemic, long-term and sustainable restoration, it is necessary
to put into place mechanisms that mimic the natural self-regulating
ecosystem.1 0 6 As Carpenter and Cottingham put it, "restoration re-
quires shifting resilience mechanisms from those that maintain de-
graded systems to those that maintain more valuable systems."10 7 In
freshwater lakes, this means restoring riparian areas and adjacent
wetlands, and reducing harvesting of game fish, as well as reducing
nutrient inputs from agricultural and urban land uses.10 8
C. The Relationship Between Adaptive Management and
Resilience
Adaptive management and ecological resilience are two sides of the
same coin. Ecological resilience is necessary for adaptive manage-
ment approaches to be viable. Adaptive management theory teaches
us that environmental management and regulatory decisions are un-
avoidably based upon incomplete information. This imperfect infor-
mation coupled with the complexity and changes inherent in all
ecosystems, suggests that ecological resilience is necessary to provide
a cushion for humans to learn and adapt without risk of transforming
a system into a different state.l0 9 To allow for the experimentation
and experiential learning that is required by adaptive management, a
system must have sufficient resilience to be able to withstand the in-
evitable mistakes or unintended consequences that will manifest
whenever we act in the absence of perfect knowledge.11o
On the other side of the coin, adaptive management is an integral
part of assuring that our environmental management decisions re-
store and/or maintain ecological resilience. In the past, many of our
environmental management and regulatory decisions were based on
the out-dated notion that if we chose the "right" technology or the
"right" ecological indicators, we could maintain an ecosystem in a
104. Id. at 63.
105. Id.
106. Id. at 64.
107. Id.
108. Id.
109. Gunderson et al., supra note 72, at 7.
110. Id. at 4.
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steady state."' 1 We now know that there is no simple "right" answer
and that attempts to maintain ecosystem stasis can cause its own set
of environmental degradation. Ecosystems are complex and dynamic.
The complexity and dynamic nature of ecosystems contributes to the
resilience of ecosystems. Thus, to properly manage or restore an
ecosystem, we must be certain that we do not intentionally or inadver-
tently dilute the complexity of the system or constrain the dynamic
nature of the system such to reduce the ecological resilience of the
ecosystem.
III. THE LAKE APOPKA STORY (THE HISTORY OF
DEGRADATION AND RESTORATION)
A. The Degradation (The Shift to the Eutrophic State)
Lake Apopka is a large, approximately 31,000 acre lake in central
Florida, which served as a major sports fishing venue dating back to
the 1800s. 1 12 At one time, more than twenty fish camps were located
on the shoreline and sports fishermen traveled for long distances to
take advantage of the excellent fishing and recreational opportunities
on the lake.113 Starting very early on in the history of European peo-
ples' use of the lake, human activity began to exert an influence on the
dynamics of the lake system. 1 14 During the 1890s, construction of the
Apopka-Beauclair Canal began, which lowered the lake levels by ap-
proximately four feet. 1 15 It was not until the 1940s, however, that the
most serious environmental assault on the lake began.116 During the
1940s, the State of Florida gave away thousands of acres of wetlands
along the north shore of the lake to encourage row crop, or "muck,"
farming operations on the nutrient-rich peat soils.11 7 To farm these
wetlands, it was necessary to build a large levee between the wetlands
to be farmed and the open-water area of the lake and then to pump
water out of the farmlands into the lake proper.s1 8 Consequently, ap-
111. Id. at 7.
112. ST. JOHNS WATER RIVER MGMT. DIST., LAKE APOPKA FACT SHEET 1 (2008), http://
www.sjrwmd.com/publications/pdf/fs-lapopka.pdf [hereinafter LAKE APOPKA
FACT SHEET]; ST. JOHNS WATER RIVER MOmT. DIST., THE LAKE APOPKA MARSH
FLOW-WAY (2008), http://www.sjrwmd.com/publications/pdfs/fs-lapopkaflow.pdf
[hereinafter LAKE APOPKA MARSH FLOW-WAY].
113. ST. JOHNS WATER RIVER MGMT. DIST., THE OCKLAWAHA CHAIN OF LAKES 1 (2003),
http://www.sjrwmd.com/publications/pdfs/fs-ocklawahachain.pdf.
114. LAKE APOPKA FACT SHEET, supra note 112, at 1.
115. Schelske, Hydrologic and Land-Use Changes, supra note 99, at 192.
116. Id.
117. Id.; VICTORIA R. HOGE ET AL., SWIM PLAN FOR LAKE APOPKA, FLORIDA 15 (July
2003), http'//www. sjrwmd. com/lakeapopka/pdfs/2003_-LakeApopka_ SWIM_
Plan.pdf.
118. ST. JOHNS RIVER WATER MGMT. DIST., PROGRAM OVERVIEW: LAKE APOPKA BASIN,
http://www.sjrwmd.com/programs/lakeapopka.html (last visited Jan. 11, 2009).
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proximately 20,000 acres of sawgrass marsh was isolated from the re-
mainder of the lake by levees.1 19
The water pumped from the farms into the lake was laden with
high levels of phosphorus.12o Water continued to be pumped on a reg-
ular basis from the farms into the lake from the 1940s until the
1990s.121 In March of 1947, the first algal bloom was observed in the
lake and a continuous bloom persisted.12 2 The algal blooms elimi-
nated larger biota in the lake by shading and degrading the
habitat.123 By 1950, much of the rooted aquatic vegetation in the lake
had disappeared.12 4 This caused a precipitous decline in the sport fish
population in the lake and resulted in Gizzard Shad becoming the
dominant fish in the lake.125 Pesticides were used frequently-
through both aerial and ground application. Wastewater contami-
nated by agricultural compounds and pesticides was discharged from
the farms at an estimated twenty billion gallons annually (approxi-
mately one third of the lake's total volume). 126 Consequently, by the
mid-1960s Lake Apopka was Florida's most polluted large lake.127
Also during this time, other nutrient-rich discharges to the lake
were occurring from treated wastewater discharges from shoreline
communities, as well as from nearby citrus processing facilities.' 28 In
addition to these anthropogenic changes to the lake system, in 1947 a
hurricane destroyed most native aquatic vegetation and stirred-up
bottom sediments.129 By 1963 major fish die-offs had been re-
119. Id. The sawgrass marsh contained rich peat soils that were ideal for growing
crops for World War II food production. These farmlands were some of the most
productive farmlands in the U.S., with three harvests per year. Novel technolo-
gies related to freezing, shipping, and processing, which were later adopted
worldwide, were first developed on the agricultural lands of Lake Apopka. To
keep the farmlands dry, particularly during periods of high rainfall, the farms
pumped excess water to the lake as wastewater. LAKE APOPKA FACT SHEET,
supra note 112, at 1.
120. LAKE APOPxA FACT SHEET, supra note 112, at 1.
121. Id.
122. INDUSTRIAL ECON. INC., FINAL LAKE APOPKA NATURAL RESOURCE DAMAGE ASSESS-
MENT AND RESTORATION PLAN 2 (June 2004), http://www.sjrwmd.com/lakeapopka/
pdfs/DARP.pdf [hereinafter NATURAL RESOURCE DAMAGE AND RESTORATION
PLAN]; see also Lawrence E. Battoe et al., The Role of Phosphorus Reduction and
Export in the Restoration of Lake Apopka, Florida, in PHOSPHORUS BIOGE-
OCHEMISTRY OF SUBTROPICAL ECOSYSTEMS 511 (K. R. Reddy et al. eds., 1999) (esti-
mating the increase in phosphorus loading associated with the onset of floodplain
farming).
123. NATURAL RESOURCE DAMAGE AND RESTORATION PLAN, supra note 122, at 2.
124. Id.
125. Id.
126. Id.
127. Id.
128. LAKE APOPKA FACT SHEET, supra note 112, at 1.
129. HOGE ET AL., supra note 117, at 400-01 (citing J.E. CRUMPTON, FLA. FISH & WILD-
LIFE CONSERVATION COMM'N, EXPERIMENTAL GILL NETS IN LAKE APOPKA (2000)).
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ported.13o 1971 marked a period of major die-offs of fish, soft-shell
turtles and alligators.131 In addition, during the early 1970s, aquatic
vegetation control efforts contributed to eutrophication and changing
biodiversity. By the 1970s the sport-fish industry was decimated and
Lake Apopka's reign as a premiere bass fishing lake in Florida was
over. The fish-camps began to disappear.132
The combination of these nutrient-rich discharges to the lake, cou-
pled with the loss of nutrient filtering due to 20,000 acres of wetlands
being converted into farmland, resulted in a substantial increase in
nutrient loading to the lake.13 3 The increased nutrients caused an in-
crease in algae production, which in turn clouded the water and pre-
vented sunlight from reaching underwater vegetation. 134 Without
sufficient sunlight, the submerged vegetation died, resulting in even
more nutrient releases to the lake, eliminating the bottom stabiliza-
tion function of the vegetation and destroying habitat critical to fish
and wildlife.135 In other words, the human-induced disturbances re-
sulted in a shift of the lake into a eutrophied state.
The eutrophication of Lake Apopka not only destroyed one of Flor-
ida's premiere fishing venues, but it also put at risk the entire
Ocklawaha chain of lakes, as well as the Ocklawaha and St. Johns
Rivers because Lake Apopka serves as the headwaters of the entire
Ocklawaha chain of lakes, which includes Lakes Beauclair and Dora,
which ultimately flows into the St. Johns River. 136 Pollutants travel-
ing downstream from Lake Apopka were entering and endangering
the health of the entire watershed.
To make matters worse, in addition to the natural and agricul-
tural-related disturbances to the lake, in 1980 a major chemical spill,
which included chlorobenzilate, dicofol, and DDT occurred from the
Tower Chemical Company, a pesticide manufacturing facility along
the south shore of Lake Apopka.137 The spill was of such a magnitude
Although the 1947 hurricane may have had some effect on the lake, studies con-
ducted by SJRWMD indicate that the hurricane was not a major contributor to
lake eutrophication. E-mail from Edgar Lowe, St. Johns River Water Mgmt.
Dist., to Mary Jane Angelo, Assoc. Professor of Law, Univ. of Fla. Levin Coll. of
Law (Jan. 9, 2009) (on file with author).
130. HOGE ET AL., supra note 117, at 305.
131. Id. at 306.
132. Id.
133. Id. at 38.
134. Id. at 59; Edgar F. Lowe et al., Setting Water Quality Goals for Restoration of
Lake Apopka: Inferring Past Conditions, 15 J. LAKE & RESERVOIR MGMT. 103
(1999) (examining the condition of Lake Apopka prior to cultural eutrophication).
135. HOGE ET AL., supra note 117, at 59.
136. Id. at 65.
137. Id. at 41.
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that the site of the spill was designated as an EPA Superfund site.138
In 1982 scientists began to become aware of significant declines in the
lake's alligator population due to reproductive effects believed to have
been caused by the spilled pesticides and their breakdown prod-
ucts. 139 Scientists found a number of abnormalities and evidence of
endocrine disruption in alligators. Abnormal reproductive effects
found in the Lake Apopka alligators included: (1) decreased egg hatch-
ability; (2) increased embryonic mortality; (3) abnormal sex differenti-
ation (gonadal development); (4) abnormal sex steroid concentrations
and patterns during embryonic development, for neonates, and
juveniles; (5) decreased or abnormal phallus (penis) size for juveniles;
(6) increased neonatal mortalities; (7) hypo-cellular immune tissues
(spleen, thymus and bone marrow); and (8) evidence of immuno-sup-
pression or immuno-toxicity.14o The feminization of male alligators,
in particular, was widely discussed in the news media, raising public
concerns about this bizarre discovery. 141 At the time the alligator ab-
normalities were discovered, scientists in other parts of the U.S. and
other parts of the world were beginning to suspect that many organo-
138. Id. Tower Chemical Co. ("TCC") manufactured pesticides from approximately
1957 through November 1980. TCC was located on a 30-acre site in Clermont,
Lake County, Florida. TCC disposed of its pesticide wastes in an un-lined perco-
lation/evaporation pond on-site. The pond was located over a sinkhole that
served as a conduit to the Floridan aquifer. As a result of heavy rainfall, the
pond overflowed into the neck of Lake Apopka, affecting vegetation and animal
life. Subsequent to the over-flow, TCC constructed a spray irrigation filed for
disposal of wastes. The field was never permitted. Additionally, at an unknown
time, TCC burned and buried waste on a 1.5 acre plot. After two court orders,
TCC ceased all discharges into the pond and stopped use of the spray irrigation
field. In August of 1980, the EPA first inspected the property. High levels of
DDT and related contaminants were found in the grounds of the main facility.
Additionally, groundwater plumes of pesticides and organic contaminants were
found on-site and in the adjacent wetland areas. In June 1983, the EPA issued
an order to TCC under section 6 of the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act ("CERCLA"). Because TCC did not respond to
the order, the EPA began remedial work at the site, including setting up a water
treatment system for the percolation pond, excavating the burn site, and remov-
ing the soil to an approved disposal site. The EPA excavated and disposed of
3,820 cubic yards of contaminated soil and 72 drums of other hazardous wastes.
In 1990, the EPA re-sampled the area and found that while original contaminant
concentrations were lower, there were other contaminants (metabolites) present.
Because of this sampling, the EPA installed additional monitoring wells and con-
ducted further soil sampling. These samplings found that metabolites and DDT
contaminants are present at a depth of twenty-eight feet below ground surface.
Subsurface soil delineation work and groundwater toxicity tests are ongoing. Id.
at 41-42.
139. Id. at 42 (citing Allan R. Woodward et al., Low Clutch Viability of American Alli-
gators on Lake Apopka, 56 FLA. SCIENTIST 52 (1993)).
140. Id. at 42-43.
141. See, e.g., William K. Stevens, Pesticides May Leave Legacy of Hormonal Chaos,
N.Y. TimEs, Aug. 23, 1994, at C1.
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chlorine pesticides ("OCPs") and other substances were causing endo-
crine disrupting effects on fish, wildlife and humans.142 Although the
exact cause of the abnormalities is not yet fully understood and scien-
tific research is ongoing, many scientists believe there is a causal rela-
tionship between the spilled pesticides and the reproductive
abnormalities in the Lake Apopka alligators.143
B. The Restoration (The Shift Back to the Non-Eutrophic
State)
1. The Challenge
By the 1980s Lake Apopka had become a hyper-eutrophic lake that
was highly polluted, had little vegetation and virtually no game fish.
The lake was thick with algae, which gave it a "pea green" appear-
ance, and was not a lake on which the public desired to fish or boat.144
The previously popular fishing and recreational lake had turned into a
lake that was no longer suited for any recreational activity.14 5 More
significantly, however, the polluted lake water was flowing out of the
lake into a series of other lakes, into the Ocklawaha River, and ulti-
mately to the St. Johns River.14 6 Consequently, Lake Apopka was
causing the other downstream lakes and rivers to become polluted. To
address this concern, in 1985 the Florida Legislature passed The Lake
Apopka Restoration Act, which directed SJRWMD to develop an envi-
ronmentally sound, economically feasible method to restore Lake
Apopka.147 Two years later in 1987, the Florida legislature passed
Florida's Surface Water Improvement and Management ("SWIM")
Act, which authorized Water Management Districts ("WMDs") to de-
velop surface water improvement and management plans and pro-
grams for the water bodies identified on a priority list.148 The
legislation identified Lake Apopka as a priority for restoration.14 9
The primary pollutant causing the eutrophication of Lake Apopka
was phosphorus, which typically is the primary element that must be
restricted to reverse eutrophication in fresh waters.150 The substan-
142. See, e.g., THEO COLBORN ET AL., OUR STOLEN FUTURE (1996).
143. Jan C. Semenza et al., Reproductive Toxins and Alligator Abnormalities at Lake
Apopka, Florida, 105 ENVTL. HEALTH PERSP. 1030, 1031 (1997).
144. HOGE ET AL., supra note 117, at 25.
145. Id. at 37-38.
146. Id. at 65.
147. Id. at iii.
148. FLA. STAT. § 373.453 (2005).
149. Id. § 373.453(1)(c).
150. This is because the natural supply of phosphorous often is most limited relative
to demand. Due to the historic over-supply of phosphorus, nitrogen limitation
often is secondary. Cyanobacteria can fix atmospheric nitrogen if supplies of
phosphorus and light are sufficient, thereby eliminating excess nitrogen from the
aquatic system. First the submersed vegetation is shaded out. Later the rooted
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tial loadings of phosphorus into the lake from the farmlands for sev-
eral decades had caused the lake to switch to a highly eutrophic state.
Eutrophication in lakes can have a number of significant conse-
quences including oxygen depletion, loss of cold/deeper water fish and
other animals, algal blooms and a shift in algal species to toxin-pro-
ducing cyanobacteria, increases in low-oxygen tolerant "trash" fish,
loss of shallow water vegetation through shading and other effects,
taste and -odor problems, and loss of aesthetic and recreational
value.151 SJRWMD scientists determined that by dramatically reduc-
ing phosphorus loadings, it would be possible to decrease the phos-
phorus concentrations in the lake, thereby reversing the
eutrophication trend. With lower phosphorus concentration would
come lower levels of algae, greater water transparency, increased sub-
mersed aquatic vegetation which would provide fish habitat, increased
game fish populations, and improved aesthetic and recreational
conditions.
Reducing phosphorus loadings to the lake proved to be a challeng-
ing task. At the time that restoration efforts began, it was estimated
that approximately eighty-five percent of the phosphorous loading to
the lake was coming from the agricultural lands, with the remaining
fifteen percent coming from a combination of atmospheric deposition,
sewage treatment facilities, citrus process facilities, and other miscel-
laneous minor sources. 152 Accordingly, restoration efforts focused on
reducing the phosphorus inputs from farming. However, even if it
were possible to completely eliminate all future phosphorus loading to
the lake from the farms, the SJRWMD still had to address the prob-
lem of decades of polluting that had already occurred. In addition, the
recycling of phosphorus already stored in lake bottom sediments could
prolong recovery.15 3 Finally, SJRWMD scientists also were not cer-
tain of how quickly it would take algae to respond even if phosphorus
levels were greatly reduced. Nevertheless, the decision was made to
proceed with both regulatory and non-regulatory steps to reduce phos-
phorus loadings.154
floating vegetation and finally the emergent vegetation can no longer survive in
the shaded conditions. Mike Coveney, St. Johns River Water Mgmt. Dist., Ad-
dress at the Univ. of Fla. Levin Coll. of Law (Feb. 20, 2007).
151. U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, HYDROLOGY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA LAKEs-A PRIMER
(1998), available at http://www.sjrwmd.com/minimumflowsandlevels/pdfs/USGS-
hydrology_centflajlakes.pdf.
152. LAKE APOPKA FACT SHEET, supra note 112, at 1.
153. Schelske, Hydrologic and Land-Use Changes, supra note 99, at 193.
154. Id.; see also HOGE ET AL., supra note 117, at 15; Henry Dean & Edgar F. Lowe,
The Restoration Program for Lake Apopka, Florida, in PROCEEDINGS, WEFTEC
'98: WATER ENVIRONMENT FEDERATION 71ST ANNUAL CONFERENCE & EXPOSITION,
ORLANDO, FL. 131 (1998); Lowe et al., supra note 134.
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A critical factor in developing a plan to reverse eutrophication by
reducing phosphorus loadings is to determine the extent to which the
loadings must be reduced to achieve the desired result. SJRWMD be-
gan developing what it referred to as a Pollutant Load Reduction Goal
("PLRG") for the lake. The setting of the PLRG for phosphorus in
Lake Apopka was akin to establishing a total maximum daily load
("TMDL") pursuant to the federal Clean Water Act ("CWA").155 The
CWA requires that TMDLs be established for each waterbody not
meeting state water quality standards. A TMDL represents the
amount of loading of a particular pollutant that a particular
waterbody can assimilate without resulting in a water quality stan-
dard violation.156
To establish the appropriate PLRG, a number of steps needed to be
taken. First, SJRWMD had to develop restoration goals. Next it had
to identify the sources of all loadings and the extent of each source's
contribution to the problem. Then, SJRWMD had to determine the
target phosphorus concentration for the lake water that would meet
the restoration goal. Finally, SJRWMD had to determine the loading
target(s) necessary to meet the target concentration.157 To establish
the target concentration, SJRWMD decided to use the weight of evi-
dence from three different approaches: (1) a comparison with a set of
reference lakes; (2) inferences from historical descriptions and empiri-
cal water quality models; and (3) modeling of external loading and
water quality under historical conditions.158 Using these approaches,
SJRWMD determined that the target steady-state phosphorus concen-
tration in the lake water was 55 gg/l, and that to achieve such a con-
155. 33 U.S.C. § 1313(d)(1)(c) (2000).
156. 33 U.S.C. § 1313(d)(1)(c) provides that "[elach State shall establish for the waters
identified in paragraph (1)(A) of this subsection, and in accordance with the prior-
ity ranking, the total maximum daily load, for those pollutants which the Admin-
istrator identifies . . . as suitable for such calculation. Such load shall be
established at a level necessary to implement the applicable water quality stan-
dards with seasonal variations and a margin of safety which takes into account
any lack of knowledge concerning the relationship between effluent limitations
and water quality." (emphasis added). In April 1998, several environmental or-
ganizations filed suit against the EPA for failing to identify Florida's water qual-
ity-limited waters and establish TMDLs. Florida Wildlife Fed'n Inc. v. Browner,
No. 4:98-cv-00356-WS (N.D. Fla. Aug. 9, 1999). In August 1999, the EPA entered
into a Consent Decree with the Environmental plaintiffs. Id. The Consent De-
cree was approved by Court and adopts the Florida DEP's 13-year rotating basin
schedule for establishing TMDLs for all water quality-limited segments in Flor-
ida. Id.
157. Zellwood Drainage & Water Control Dist., No. 94-6578RP, 1995 WL 1052911, at
*4-11 (Fla. Div. Admin. Hearings Aug. 15, 1995), affid, St. Johns River Water
Mgmt. Dist. v. Zellwood Drainage & Water Control Dist. 677 So. 2d 342 (Fla.
Dist. Ct. App. 1996).
158. Id.
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centration in the lake it would be necessary to limit annual
phosphorus loading to 15.9 metric tons. 15 9
To sufficiently reduce the phosphorus loadings to the lake and to
adequately decrease the phosphorus concentration in the lake to the
necessary levels, SJRWMD developed a multi-faceted approach. The
approach included both regulatory and non-regulatory components.
As described in detail below, SJRWMD's approach evolved over time
in response to new information, legal challenges, and experiential
learning. Ultimately, the restoration strategy involved eliminating
phosphorus discharges from farms by taking farms out of production,
converting farm lands back into wetlands, reducing available stored
phosphorus by harvesting Gizzard Shad, removing stored phosphorus
by wetland filtration, and promoting the reestablishment of beneficial
rooted plants by a combination of planting and fluctuating water
levels.
2. The Regulatory Approaches
At the same time that SJRWMD was developing plans to remove
nutrients from the lake water, the agency also was trying to find a
way to reduce new nutrient inputs to the lake from the surrounding
agricultural lands.160 To achieve the necessary levels of phosphorus
reduction, both in terms of decreasing future loadings and removal of
phosphorus already in the lake water, SJRWMD developed a number
of regulatory strategies. Initially SJRWMD sought to reduce phos-
phorus loadings from the farms through regulatory means aimed at
forcing farm owners to treat wastewater in treatment ponds prior to
discharging it back into the lake. Starting in the 1980s, SJRWMD
attempted to impose such regulatory requirements through negotiated
consent orders with farms.' 6 ' While some farms voluntarily agreed to
subject themselves to regulation rather than face potential enforce-
ment actions, others were not as cooperative.16 2 Thus, by the 1990s
only a small amount of the total wastewater discharge was being
treated prior to discharge back into the lake. Consequently, SJRWMD
next sought to impose stringent restrictions on wastewater discharge
through promulgation of a new regulation. Because Florida did not
have numerical water quality standards for nutrients, enforcement
against recalcitrant polluters proved to be difficult, if not impossible.
159. HOGE ET AL., supra note 117, at 161, 394.
160. Id. at 160. The proposed rule was to be codified at FLA. ADMIN. CODE ANN. r.
§ 40C-61. HOGE ET AL., supra note 117, at 162.
161. FLA. STAT. § 373.461(1)(f) (2005); Zellwood Drainage & Water Control Dist., No.
94-6578RP, 1995 WL 1052911, at *32 (Fla. Div. Admin. Hearings Aug. 15, 1995),
affd, St. Johns River Water Mgmt. Dist. v. Zellwood Drainage & Water Control
Dist. 677 So. 2d 342 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1996).
162. Zellwood, 1995 WL 1052911, at *2, *8; FLA. STAT. § 373.461(1)(f).
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Thus, the agricultural wastewater entering the lake in the late 1980s
and early 1990s continued to contain high levels of nutrients. In 1994,
SJRWMD proposed a rule that would require the farms to treat their
agricultural wastewater to a specified level prior to discharging into
the lake.163 The basis for the rule was to address the hyper-eutrophic
nature of the lake by reducing the nutrient loading to the lake from
the farms. 164 The rule would require dischargers within the Apopka
basin to obtain a permit for their discharges. 1 65 The rule also estab-
lished a maximum number of pounds of phosphorous per year which
could be discharged into Lake Apopka from controllable sources ("nu-
trient limitation"). 166 The nutrient limitation was allocated to several
source categories including "pumped agriculture." Collectively,
pumped agriculture would be limited to discharging 10,351 pounds of
phosphorus per year.167 To meet its allocation, the Zellwood Drainage
and Water Control District ("Zellwood"),168 one of the largest dis-
chargers, would have to reduce its yearly phosphorus discharge from
40,675 pounds to 6,873 pounds. 169
Because the State of Florida did not have a numeric water quality
standard for nutrients, SJRWMD relied on the state's narrative water
quality standards for nutrients 7 0 and transparency, 17 ' which
SJRWMD alleged were being violated due to the high levels of algae in
the lake. 17 2 The rule established a numeric phosphorus concentration
of fifty-six parts per billion ("ppb") that would have to be met to assure
compliance with the narrative water quality standards. The concen-
tration was developed using a combination of measurements of phos-
phorus concentrations in reference lakes that were not eutrophic and
modeling to predict the effect of various phosphorous loadings.' 7 3 By
163. Zellwood, 1995 WL 1052911, at *6.
164. Id.
165. Id. at *3.
166. Id.
167. Id. at *2.
168. Zellwood Drainage and Water Control District is a legislatively created water
control district authorized to provide drainage and water supply for farms within
the District's jurisdiction. Id. at *3.
169. Id.
170. Florida's narrative water quality standard for nutrients provided that "[iin no
case shall nutrient concentrations of a body of water be altered so as to cause an
imbalance in natural populations of flora and fauna. FLA. ADMIN. CODE ANN. r.
17-302.530(48)(b) (1994).
171. Florida's narrative water quality standard for transparency provided that
"[dlepth of compensation point for photosynthetic activity shall not be reduced by
more than one percent as compared to natural background. FLA. ADMIN. CODE
ANN. r. 17-302.530(68). The "compensation point for photosynthetic activity" is
the depth at which one percent of the light intensity at the surface remains unab-
sorbed. FLA. ADMIN. CODE ANN. r. 17-302.200.
172. Zellwood, 1995 WL 1052911, at *3
173. Id. at *4.
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developing an external nutrient budget by measuring inputs and out-
puts of all sources of phosphorous over four years, SJRWMD was able
to determine the amount of phosphorus from all sources that could be
put into the lake to allow the lake to achieve water quality standards.
By subtracting the amount of phosphorus from uncontrollable sources
for the total allowable loading, SJRWMD determined the amount of
phosphorus from controllable sources that could be added to lake with-
out violating water quality standards.174 This number was the nutri-
ent limitation that was imposed on the agricultural discharges.175
Zellwood challenged the rule alleging it was arbitrary and capri-
cious. 176 Zellwood had previously refused to sign a consent order
agreeing to construct water treatment ponds. To meet the require-
ments of the proposed rule, Zellwood would have to use 800-1,200
acres of its 8,700 acres as a wastewater treatment pond. 17 7 Zellwood
argued that the farms were not the primary source of the eutrophica-
tion problem and that many natural and unnatural historic events
contributed to the existing water quality standard violation.178
Zellwood also argued that the method used by SJRWMD to reach the
fifty-six ppb standard was arbitrary and capricious, that SJRWMD
used the wrong sedimentation coefficient because it ignored certain
samples, that SJRWMD's sampling for atmospheric deposition and
loading from spring was improper, that SJRWMD's failure to address
internal loading was arbitrary and capricious, that SJRWMD ex-
ceeded its grant of rulemaking authority, and that the proposed rule
enlarged, modified or contravened the law.179
The Administrative Law Judge ("ALJ") found in favor of SJRWMD
on some issues and in favor of Zellwood on other issues. Specially, the
ALJ found that SJRWMD's method for determining the fifty-six ppb
standard was not arbitrary and capricious, that the model used by
SJRWMD was appropriate and was not arbitrary and capricious, that
SJRWMD's sampling for atmospheric deposition was reasonable, that
SJRWMD's estimation of loading from spring was not unreasonable,
that it was not necessary to address internal loadings because limiting
external loading is sufficient to meet water quality standards, and
that there was no showing that compliance with the rule would be
economically infeasible.SO However, the ALJ found in favor of
Zellwood on certain critical issues. Specifically, the ALJ found that it
was arbitrary and capricious for SJRWMD not to take into account all
174. Id. at *5.
175. Id.
176. Id.
177. Id. at *6.
178. Id. at *17.
179. Id. at *31.
180. Id. at *11, *17, *19, *20, *22.
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sample sites in determining whether an increase in the muck layer
had occurred between 1968 and 1987, and this caused an underesti-
mation of the sediment coefficient per year. 18 ' Most significantly,
however, the ALJ found that SJRWMD did not have the legal author-
ity to establish basin-wide water quality standards because under
Florida law, the setting of water quality standards is within the sole
purview of the Florida Department of Environmental Protection
("DEP").182 Thus, the ALJ concluded that SJRWMD exceeded its
grant of rulemaking authority and modified and enlarged the law in
violation of Florida law and accordingly, the rule could not stand.183
In response to SJRWMD's failed attempt to regulate phosphorus
discharges entering Lake Apopka from the surrounding farms, the
Florida legislature passed a new law in 1996 which expressly granted
SJRWMD the legal authority to regulate such discharges.' 8 4 In this
statute, the legislature made clear that it intended to accelerate the
restoration process that had begun as a result of the SWIM pro-
gram.' 8 5 To accelerate the restoration, the legislature directed the
SJRWMD to take a number of actions, including purchasing the farm
properties, developing a phosphorous discharge limitation to bring the
lake into compliance with state water quality standards, and to estab-
lish a numerical phosphorous criterion by which to measure compli-
ance with such water quality standards.'8 6  The legislation
established a phosphorus criterion of fifty-five ppb, which would apply
if the SJRWMD failed to adopt a rule establishing a different crite-
rion.1 8 7 The legislation further provided that the state would share in
the costs of the construction of any necessary stormwater treatment
facilities to treat discharge from the farming operations.' 8 8
After the legislature directed SJRWMD to purchase the farmlands
and establish a nutrient limitation for phosphorus, SJRMWD revised
its restoration plan to focus on purchase of farmlands and conversion
farmlands to wetlands to reduce phosphorus inputs, reducing the
availability of stored phosphorus by removing Gizzard Shad,189 re-
moving stored phosphorus by wetland filtration through a constructed
181. Id. at *16-17.
182. Id. at *27.
183. Id. (citing FLA. STAT. § 120.52(8)(b) & (c) (2005)). On appeal, Florida's First Dis-
trict Court of Appeals affirmed the ALJ's order. St. Johns River Water Mgmt.
Dist. v. Zellwood Drainage & Water Control Dist. 677 So. 2d 342 (Fla. Dist. Ct.
App. 1996).
184. FLA. STAT. § 373.461 (2005).
185. Id. § 373.461(1)(a).
186. Id. § 373.461.
187. Id. § 373.461(3).
188. Id. § 373.461(4).
189. HOGE, supra note 117, at 86.
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marsh flow-way, promoting beneficial rooted plants by planting and
by fluctuating water levels.190
3. The Marsh Flow-Way
In 1987, SJRWMD developed the idea of creating a "marsh flow-
way," to act as a nutrient removal system for lake water.191 The con-
cept involved taking a portion of farmland and restoring it as
marsh.19 2 The marsh flow-way was designed with a series of "cells,"
through which water gravity-fed from the lake would flow before re-
turning to the lake.193 As lake water travels through the marsh flow-
way, nutrients bound to particulate matter will settle out into the
marsh.19 4 The marsh flow-way that was ultimately constructed was
designed to treat approximately seventy-five percent of the lake water
per year.195 In 1988, the first $5 million was appropriated for acquisi-
tion of the land where the marsh flow-way would be constructed.' 9 6
In that same year, DEP delegated the authority to regulate agricul-
tural discharge into Lake Apopka to SJRWMD.197 In 1989, the second
$5 million was appropriated for marsh flow-way land acquisition and
SJRWMD began construction of the marsh flow-way demonstration
project. 198 In 1990, the final $5 million was appropriated for marsh
flow-way land acquisition.199 Also in 1990, SJRWMD began operation
of the 1,850 acre marsh flow-way demonstration project. 20 0 One ob-
stacle SJRWMD faced in the restoration was that due to decades of
farming on the previous marshes, approximately six feet of soil had
190. LAKE APOPKA FACT SHEET, supra note 112, at 1.
191. HOGE ET AL., supra note 117, at 86.
192. Id.
193. Id.
194. Id. The concept for the marsh flow-way was developed in two scientific papers:
Edgar F. Lowe et al., Potential Role of Marsh Creation in Restoration of Hyper-
trophic Lakes, in CONSTRUCTED WETLANDS FOR WASTEWATER TREATMENT: MUNICI-
PAL, INDUSTRIAL & AGRICULTURAL 710 (Donald. A. Hammer ed., 1989); and Edgar
F. Lowe et al., Particulate Phosphorus Removal via Wetland Filtration: An Exam-
ination of Potential for Hypertrophic Lake Restoration, 16 ENVTL. MGMT. 67
(1992). Examination of the performance of the demonstration flow-way can be
found in M. F. Coveney et al., Nutrient Removal From Eutrophic Lake Water by
Wetland Filtration, 19 ECOLOGICAL ENGINEERING 141 (2002); M. F. Coveney et al.,
Performance of a Recirculating Wetland Filter Designed to Remove Particulate
Phosphorus for Restoration of Lake Apopka (Florida, USA), 44 WATER ScI. &
TECH. 131 (2001).
195. It now appears that the flow-way is actually treating approximately fifty percent
of the lake water annually.
196. HOGE ET AL., supra note 117, at 172.
197. Id. at 307.
198. Id. at 184.
199. Id. at 8.
200. Id. at 134.
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been lost to oxidation and erosion. 20 ' Thus, if SJRWMD were to sim-
ply reconnect the lake with the farmlands, the farmlands would be-
come open-water areas rather than the shallow marsh that they were
historically. Consequently, SJRWMD decided to leave the levees in-
tact and to simply re-hydrate the farmlands back to a shallow marsh
condition. 20 2 Once the water has traveled through the flow-way, the
clear water is returned to the lake. 20 3 In designing the flow-way, it
was critical for SJRWMD scientists to determine the exact proper
speed for the water to flow through.204 If the speed was not right,
phosphorus in the soil would leach into the water causing it to be even
more nutrient-laden. 20 5 To determine this exact right speed, it was
necessary for the scientists to experiment and incorporate the results
of the experiments into the design.
The marsh flow-way has proven to be a success. In 2003, the com-
pleted 760-acre marsh flow-way began operation, and by December
2008, the equivalent of two lake volumes had been filtered through
the system, removing suspended solids, nitrogen and phosphorous. 2O6
Since November 2003, almost 31 million pounds of suspended solids,
20,000 pounds of phosphorus and 685,000 pounds of nitrogen have
been removed by the flow-way.20 7
4. The Gizzard Shad Removal Program
One of the more creative solutions that SJRMWD staff came up
with, which turned out to be one of the most significant parts of the
restoration project, was to remove large quantities of a native fish-
Gizzard Shad-which was dominating the eutrophic lake. 20 Gizzard
Shad thrive in cloudy turbid waters. 20 9 In a clear non-eutrophic lake
in Florida, Gizzard Shad make up approximately five to ten percent of
the total biomass of the lake.2 1o The harvesting of Gizzard Shad helps
to reverse eutrophication in a number of ways. It reduces recycling of
phosphorus caused by bottom feeding, reduces turbidity caused by bot-
tom disturbance, removes phosphorous in fish bodies, and may in-
201. Id. at 34.
202. Id.
203. Id. at 84.
204. Edgar Lowe, St. Johns River Water Mgmt. Dist., Address at the Universoty of
Florida Levin College of Law (Apr. 3, 2007).
205. Id.
206. JOSH SWEIGART, Ocklawaha Rebounds, STREAMLINES, Fall 2005, http://www.
sjrwmd.com/streamlines/2005fall/.
207. LAKE APOPKA MARSH FLOW-WAY, supra note 112, at 2. http://www.sjrwmd.com/
publications/pdfs/fslapopkaflow.pdf.
208. HOGE, supra note 117, at 86.
209. Id.
210. Gianfranco Basili, St. Johns River Water Mgmt. Dist., Address at the University
of Florida Levin College of Law (Jan. 30, 2007).
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crease cropping of algae by zooplankton.211 By the time the
restoration began in Lake Apopka, the lake's biomass consisted of
more than ninety percent Gizzard Shad.212 SJRWMD recognized that
the Gizzard Shad were contributing to maintaining the lake in a eu-
trophic state. In other words, the fish were contributing to the resili-
ence of the eutrophic lake, by feeding on the lake bottom, and
defecating in the water, thereby introducing phosphorus that had pre-
viously been bound in the bottom sediments back into the water
column.213
The Gizzard Shad removal program has proved to be one of the
most effective phosphorus removal tools. Harvesting has been occur-
ring since 1993. Between 1993 and 2007 SJRWMD removed more
than fifteen million pounds of Gizzard Shad, with 4,545,258 pounds
being removed from 2002 to 2006 alone.214 One million pounds of Giz-
zard Shad represents approximately 34,000 pounds of phosphorus. 2 15
Because the TMDL for Lake Apopka is 35,000 pounds of total phos-
phorus per year, one million pounds of Gizzard Shad accounts for al-
most the entire allowable phosphorus load. Thus, removal of the
Gizzard Shad is a critical factor in reaching the TMDL. By removing
the shad, more than 100,000 pounds of phosphorous contained in the
Gizzard Shads' bodies was removed and the transfer of phosphorus
from bottom sediments to the water column, due to Gizzard Shad feed-
ing in the lake sediments and defecating in the water, was greatly
reduced.2 16 As the lake shifts back to a non-eutrophic state, predatory
fish will come back and will feed on Gizzard Shad, helping to return
their numbers to the five to ten percent of biomass found in non-eutro-
phic lakes. The success of the Gizzard Shad removal program in dra-
matically reducing phosphorus from the lake has contributed to water
quality improvements which have been followed by growth of sub-
mersed plants. More than 350 new eelgrass beds have been estab-
lished in the lake.
211. HOGE ET AL., supra note 117, at 86.
212. Gianfranco Basili, St. Johns River Water Mgmt. Dist., Address at the University
of Florida Levin College of Law (Jan. 30, 2007).
213. HOGE ET AL., supra note 117, at 86.
214. LAKE APOPKA FACT SHEET, supra note 112, at 2.
215. Gianfranco Basili, St. Johns River Water Mgmt. Dist., Address at the University
of Florida Levin College of Law (Jan. 30, 2007).
216. An interesting problem SJRWMD faced in its shad removal project was what to
do with the removed fish. Natural resource management agencies typically are
not called upon to find markets for fish. The only viable market SJRMWD could
find for the fish was for crayfish and crab bait, but the market is not sufficient to
cover the costs of shad removal and SJRWMD must pay for this. SJRMWD un-
successfully attempted to promote shad fish in other markets, such as the pet
food market. See, e.g., CHARLES C. THOMAS, ST. JOHNS RIVER WATER MGMT. DIST.,
ROUGH FISH MARKET SURVEY: FINAL REPORT (1991), available at http://www.
sjrwmd.com/technicalreports/pdfs/SP/SJ91-SP2.pdf.
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An existing legal barrier to the SJRWMD's planned Gizzard Shad
removal program was that in 1994 the Florida constitution was
amended to ban gill net fishing.217 Gizzard Shad are harvested
through gill netting.2 18 Thus, to implement this aspect of the restora-
tion project, SJRWMD had to obtain special permission for the Florida
Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission ("FWCC") to use gill nets
in its shad harvesting. SJRWMD was able to obtain such permission
provided it abided by specified requirements to minimize by-catch. 2 19
5. The Conversion of Farmlands Back to Wetlands
As described above, after SJRWMD's loss in the rule challenge
case, the Florida legislature decided to take action to force the lake
restoration.220 This time, instead of merely directing the SJRWMD to
develop a plan to restore the lake, the legislature gave SJRWMD the
clear legal authority to regulate discharges to the lake. Moreover, the
legislature directed SJRWMD to purchase the farmlands and take
them out of agricultural production. 2 2 1 In doing so, the greatest
source of phosphorus loading to the lake would be completely elimi-
nated, not merely reduced via water treatment ponds.2 22 However,
the legislation did not identify the source of the funding to purchase
the lands. As a fallback position, the statute provided that if
SJRWMD was not able to obtain the funding necessary to purchase
217. FLA. CONST. art. X, § 16.
218. See HARRIS CHAIN OF LAKES RESTORATION COUNCIL, 2007 REPORT TO THE FLORIDA
LEGISLATURE (Nov. 25, 2007), available at http://www.sjrwmd.com/governing
board/pdfs/2007/gb0712/gb0712_030.pdf.
219. HOGE ET AL., supra note 117, at 400 (citing J.E. CRUMPTON, FLA. FISH & WILDLIFE
CONSERVATION COMM'N, EXPERIMENTAL GILL NETS IN LAKE APOPKA (2000)).
220. Lake Apopka Restoration Act of 1996, FLA. STAT. § 373.461 (2005).
221. HOGE ET AL., supra note 117, at 77.
222. See FLA. STAT. § 373.461. Although the purchase of the farmlands did eliminate
agricultural discharges, relatively high rates of phosphorus loading still occur for
two reasons. First, there is an ongoing need to pump to maintain desired water
levels in recreated wetlands. Because the farmlands subsided by more than a
meter in most places, water levels in these wetlands can only be kept suitably
shallow by pumping excess water to the lake; this will load phosphorus to the
lake. As flooding continues, some legacy phosphorus will be incorporated into
refractory compounds and some will be flushed from the system. Since further
production of soluble phosphorus from decomposition of organic matter is slowed
in flooded soils, phosphorus release will gradually subside, eventually enough to
meet the TMDL. Although SJRWMD treats discharges to the lake with alum,
treatment is not 100% effective, some of the alum floc enters the lake, and some
portion of the alum-bound phosphorus may be released. Second, SJRWMD con-
tinues to keep some fields dry to prevent exposure of wetland birds to the OCPs.
Organic material in the dry soil oxidizes and frees organically-bound phosphorus.
This creates new stores of available phosphorus. As remediation is completed,
the areas presently kept dry will be flooded. E-mail from Edgar Lowe, St. Johns
River Water Mgmt. Dist., to Mary Jane Angelo, Assoc. Professor of Law, Univ. of
Fla. Levin Coll. of Law (Jan. 9, 2009) (on file with author).
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the farmlands, there would be a cooperative effort to construct a
600-700 acre pond to treat the agricultural wastewater. 22 3 Funding
for the estimated $6 million construction project would come from a
combination of sources including from the farmers, SJRWMD and the
legislature. 22 4 SJRWMD was ultimately able to secure funding for
the farm buy-out. 2 25 The buy-out involved twenty-six different prop-
erty owners. Total purchase costs exceeded $100 million. The funding
for the buy-outs came from both Florida's Preservation 2000 land ac-
quisition program and from the Federal Wetlands Reserve Program
("WRP").
In 1996, SJRWMD purchased more than $46 million worth of
farmlands. While $20 million came from the state, SJRWMD was able
to obtain $18.5 million from the federal government's WRP, a program
designed to restore converted wetlands back to their previous state.2 26
Because the Lake Apopka project was one of the first major WRP
purchases, the WRP program did not yet have established rules or
procedures. What turned out to be a major shortcoming in the WRP at
that time was that it was assumed that individual ESA consultations
for each restoration project would not be necessary because WRP staff
believed that all of the projects would be covered by a programmatic
consultation that had been conducted on the WRP as a whole.22 7
Prior to purchasing any of the farmlands, SJRWMD conducted en-
vironmental site assessments. 228 If significant contamination was
discovered, SJRWMD required the seller to clean up the property
prior to the purchase. 22 9 In response to the site assessments, approxi-
mately 33,000 tons of soil was removed by the landowners, for a total
remediation cost of more than $1.4 million. 2 30 The environmental as-
sessments revealed low levels of contamination over most of the farm
fields tested, with higher concentrations in areas of the fields that had
been used for the mixing and loading of pesticides. The federal part-
ners in the WRP agreed to go forward with the purchases provided
that SJRWMD conducted a risk assessment to determine what level of
risk would be acceptable.231 SJRWMD conducted soil sampling on
223. Bill Graf, Lawmakers Bolster Support for Lake Apopka Restoration, STREAM-
LINES, Summer 1997, http://www.sjrwmd.com/streamlines/1997summer/#article
%206.
224. Id.
225. Id.
226. Id.
227. Edgar Lowe, St. Johns River Water Mgmt. Dist., Address at the University of
Florida Levin College of Law (Apr. 3, 2007).
228. HOGE, supra note 117 at 43.
229. ST. JOHNS RIVER WATER MGMT. DIST., THE LAKE APOPKA AGREEMENT: QUESTIONS
AND ANSWERS (2007), http://www.sjrwmd.com/lakeapopka/Q-A.html.
230. Gianfranco Basili, St. Johns River Water Mgmt. Dist., Address at the University
of Florida Levin College of Law (Jan. 30, 2007).
231. HOGE ET AL., supra note 117, at 89.
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portions of the land to be flooded and used the data to conduct the risk
assessment on which the WRP partners signed off.232 The conclusion
of the risk assessment was that the risk posed by OCPs could be man-
aged through wetland creation and natural attenuation. 23 3 Although
the scientists had concerns that the lower concentrations of pesticide
residues in the field could pose a risk, the best scientific judgment
based in part on information from the scientific literature regarding
how pesticides act in the environment and are metabolized by fish and
wildlife, the scientists concluded that the risks were not significant
and the project could proceed.23 4
By August 1998, the SJRWMD, in partnership with the WRP, had
purchased most of the farms on the north shore of Lake Apopka. 235
SJRWMD's plan was to reflood the farmlands to mimic their pre-agri-
cultural wetland state. Ultimately, SJRWMD planned to treat the
fields with alum prior to reflooding to trap excess phosphorus before it
entered the water column. 23 6 The farmers in Unit 2, a 6,000 acre area
on the northeast side of the lake, were asked to leave their fields shal-
lowly flooded following their final crop harvest in the summer of
1998.237 Short-term shallow flooding before pumping wastewater
back into the lake was standard farming practice at the end of each
year's growing season. 23 8 Historically, during late summer and early
fall some farmers flooded their fields to minimize soil subsidence and
erosion and to control nematodes. 23 9 This pumping covered the area
with approximately eighteen inches of water for up to six weeks. 240
The shallow-water habitats created by the flooding attracted large
numbers of shorebirds, wading birds and other aquatic species. 24 1
Even though the decades of farm flooding in late summer and early
fall coincided with shorebird migration and many birds visited the
232. ATRA, INC., ST. JOHNS RIVER WATER MGMT. DIST., ENVTL. RISK ASSESSMENT OF A
LAKE APOPKA MUCK FARM WETLANDS RESTORATION, available at http://sjr.
state.fl.us/technicalreports/pdfs/SP/SJ98-SP7.pdf [hereinafter ENVTL. RISK As-
SESSMENT]. In addition to the federal partner's agreement with risk assessment,
the Florida Department of Environmental Protection also agreed to the conclu-
sions of the risk assessment. E-mail from Edgar Lowe, St. Johns River Water
Mgmt. Dist., to Mary Jane Angelo, Assoc. Professor of Law, Univ. of Fla. Levin
Coll. of Law (Jan. 9, 2009) (on file with author).
233. ENVTL. RISK ASSESSMENT, supra note 232, at 4.
234. HOGE ET AL., supra note 117, at 89.
235. Id. at 146.
236. Edgar Lowe, St. Johns River Water Mgmt. Dist., Address at the University of
Florida Levin College of Law (Apr. 3, 2007).
237. Id.
238. Id.
239. HOGE ET AL., supra note 117, at 146.
240. Id.
241. Id. (citing P.W. Sykes, Jr. & G.S. Hunter, Bird Use of Flooded Agricultural Fields
During Summer and Early Fall and Some Recommendations for Management, 6
FLA. FIELD NATURALIST 36-43 (1978)).
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flooded fields for decades, there had never been any reports of bird die-
offs during previous flooding. 2 42 In 1998, however, because the lands
would no longer be farmed, the water was allowed to remain on the
farms through the fall and into the winter. 243 By eliminating the
post-season pumping, the influx of phosphorous and pesticides to the
lake would be reduced, and the growth of terrestrial vegetation on the
farm fields would end. 244
The fields were to be drained during the winter and treated to pre-
vent phosphorus release.2 45 The late summer weather and farming
conditions of 1998 were similar to previous years.2 46 However, as
water levels began to rise with seepage and rainfall, and as fields re-
mained flooded into late fall and early winter, more and more birds
arrived. 24 7 In December, the Audubon Christmas Bird Count ("CBC")
documented more than 46,000 birds consisting of 174 species-the
highest recorded species diversity at an inland site in North America
in the 100-year history of the CBC.248 More than 3,500 American
white pelicans were seen on a single day in December 1998 in the for-
mer farming area-an unprecedented number.24 9
Lake Apopka is one of the most diverse areas for birds of any place
in the southeast U.S. For example, the total species list for Lake
Apopka is 336, as compared to the only slightly longer list of 343 spe-
cies for the Florida Everglades. 250 Because Lake Apopka is located in
a migratory flyway, it is on the path of many thousands of migratory
birds. Birders and scientists alike were excited about what promised
to become one of the premiere birding sites in the world.
Excitement over bird diversity was tempered by the first reported
mortalities of American white pelicans in November 1998.251 Over
the next four months, 676 birds, including 441 American white peli-
cans, 58 great blue herons, 43 wood storks, 34 great egrets and
smaller numbers of 20 other bird species died on-site.25 2 The deaths
242. Id.
243. Id.
244. Id.
245. Id.
246. Id.
247. Id.
248. Id.
249. Id.
250. ST. JOHNS RIVER WATER MOMT. DIST., LAKE APOPKA RESTORATION AREA LAND
MANAGEMENT PLAN 16 (2006), http://www.sjrwmd.com/landmanagementplans/
pdfs/2006_LakeApopkaRA.pdf [hereinafter LAND MANAGEMENT PLAN].
251. Id.
252. NATURAL RESOURCE DAMAGE AND RESTORATION PLAN, supra note 122, at 10. The
first signs of the die-off appeared on November and December of 1998. The major
die-offs occurred in January and February of 1999. A total of 676 birds died on
the site itself. The in-site deaths included: 441 American White Pelicans; 43
Wood Storks (a federally-listed species); a total of 135 Herons and Egrets (7 spe-
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were attributed to OCP poisoning. 25 3 Most of the poisoned birds were
fish-eating birds.254 It is believed that as the farm fields were flooded,
fish left the canals adjacent to the fields and swam into the flooded
fields where they were contaminated by OCPs, such as DDT and its
breakdown products DDE, toxaphene, dieldrin, and chlordane. 255 Al-
though farm fields had been flooded regularly for years without ill-
effect, in the past the fields were not flooded during the winter months
and white pelicans are only in Florida during the winter months.2 56 It
is interesting to note that most of these OCPs were banned by the
EPA in the 1970s or 1980s.2 57 The EPA cancelled the registration of
DDT in 1972,258 the registration for most uses of dieldrin in 1969, the
registration for most uses of chlordane in 1978, and the registration
for most uses of toxaphene in 1982.259 However, when toxaphene was
banned for most uses in 1986, the EPA allowed its continued use on
corn at Lake Apopka. 260 Thus, pesticides that were banned by the
EPA decades ago are still causing environmental harms and must be
considered during any agricultural restoration project.
Avian injuries include both lethal effects in the form of mortality
(i.e., birds found dead on-site), and sub-lethal losses based on adverse
cies); 19 Ring-billed Gulls; 7 Glossy and White Ibis; 6 Double-crested Cormorants;
5 Ducks; 3 Sandpipers; 2 Boat-tailed Grackles; 3 Raptors; and 12 unknown spe-
cies. Id. Although less than 700 birds were found dead on the site, the actual
number of deaths is very likely higher in part because most likely at least some
birds were able to fly away from the site before they succumbed to the poisoning,
and in part, because research consistently demonstrates that the actual number
of bird carcasses recovered from any mortality event in much lower than the ac-
tual number of deaths because many carcasses are eaten or carried off site by
predators and scavengers, or simply are missed by humans collecting carcasses
because sick and dying birds often find secluded places to hide. In addition to
actual deaths from pesticide exposure, many birds suffered from non-lethal re-
productive impairment due to exposure to sub-lethal concentrations of the chemi-
cals. The total number of birds that died and birds that were unable to reproduce
will never be known. Gianfranco Basili, St. Johns River Water Mgmt. Dist., Ad-
dress at the University of Florida Levin College of Law (Jan. 30, 2007).
253. HOGE ET AL., supra note 117, at 146.
254. Id. at 309.
255. Id. at 43-44.
256. Id.
257. U.S. ENVT'L PROT. AGENCY, UN PIC & U.S. PIC-NoMINATED PESTICIDES LIST,
http://www.treatycouncil.org/Pesticides.pdf (last visited Jan. 13, 2009).
258. U.S. Envt'l Prot. Agency, DDT-A Brief History and Status, http://www.epa.gov/
pesticides/factsheets/chemicals/ddt-brief-history-status.htm (last visited Jan. 13,
2009).
259. The registrations for all remaining uses of dieldrin were cancelled by 1982, the
registrations for all remaining uses of chlordane were cancelled by 1988, and the
registrations for all remaining food crop uses of toxaphene were cancelled by
1993. U.S. Envt'l Prot. Agency, Persistent Organic Pollutants: A Global Issue, A
Global Response, http://www.epa.gov/international/toxics/pop.htm#domestic (last
visited Jan. 13, 2009).
260. Id.
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reproductive effects of on-site exposure to organo-chlorines for two
generations. 26 1 These sub-lethal effects could be experienced by the
birds after they have left the North Shore Restoration Area ("NSRA")
and the Lake Apopka area, but are virtually un-traceable. 26 2 Total
losses sustained by the birds at the NSRA are estimated to be 5,213
"bird-years," a measure that incorporates the losses sustained by both
adult birds and their progeny over time.263 At the onset of the bird
deaths in the fall of 1998, SJRWMD began draining the site. 26 4
Pumping accelerated in January 1999, and by mid-February 1999, the
entire north shore farming area had been drained. 26 5 Since then, the
fields have been kept dry and have become vegetated with upland
grasses, herbs, and shrubs. 266
Analysis of soils and birds showed that the lake resources and spe-
cifically the NSRA were mainly contaminated by OCPs.267 Commonly
applied to agricultural lands for decades, OCPs include chemicals
such as dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane ("DDT"'), toxaphene, dieldrin,
and chlordane. Flooding the fields caused these contaminants to be-
come available for accelerated bioaccumulation to the birds which, ac-
cording to the FWS constituted a release that was not exempt under
the pesticide provisions of the Comprehensive Environmental Re-
sponse, Compensation, and Liability Act ("CERCLA").268
Documented effects of these compounds on avian species include
"behavioral changes, reproductive impacts, and death."269 Although
other compounds such as polychlorinated biphenyls ("PCBs") and
heavy metals (e.g., cadmium, copper, and lead) were also detected,
"concentrations were low and any adverse effects sustained by birds
due to exposure to these other chemicals were considered small com-
pared to the effects of OCPs."270 Therefore, the FWS considered the
bird deaths to be a result of exposure to OCPs in the area. 27 1
Birds at the NSRA experienced injury due to the lethal effects of
exposure to OCPs.272 Some birds present on-site during the incident
may have experienced sub-lethal, reproductive effects as a result of
261. NATURAL RESOURCE DAMAGE AND RESTORATION PLAN, supra note 122, at 5.
262. Id.
263. Id. at 5-6.
264. HOGE ET AL., supra note 117, at 146.
265. Id.
266. Id.
267. Id. at 146-49.
268. 42 U.S.C. § 9603 (2000); NATURAL RESOURCE DAMAGE AND RESTORATION PLAN,
supra note 122, at 8; MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN THE ST. JOHN'S
RIVER WATER MANAGEMENT DISTRICT AND THE UNITED STATES (Oct. 3, 2003),
http://www.sjrwmd.comlakeapopka/pdfs/MOU.pdf [hereinafter SJRWMD MOU].
269. NATURAL RESOURCE DAMAGE AND RESTORATION PLAN, supra note 122, at 8.
270. Id.
271. Id.
272. Id.
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exposure to these same contaminants. 2 73 The lethal effects of OCP
exposure are immediately evident in the large avian die-offs that oc-
curred; over 670 birds were found dead on-site between November
1998 and April 1999.274 "Chemical analyses of a sub-set of birds that
died during the event showed that most individuals had concentra-
tions of OCPs in their tissues that have been documented, in pub-
lished studies, to be lethal to other avian species."27 5 OCPs are
considered to be the primary causative factor in, or the cause of, death
for many of the birds found in the NSRA.276 "Losses due to all bird
deaths are evaluated based on the life history information of American
white pelican[s], wood stork[s], and great blue heron[s] . *..."277 In
addition to lethal effects, potential reproductive effects as a result of
the exposure of adult birds to the OCP dichlorodiphenyl
dichloroethylene ("DDE") are a concern.2 78 In general, OCPs can
cause a range of adverse effects on birds, including effects on repro-
duction, eggshell thinning, and physiological function. 27 9 Losses due
to sub-lethal effects and reproductive effects are determined based
solely upon exposure to and accumulation of DDE, the most common
and most toxic metabolite of DDT.280 In addition to the large body of
scientific, peer reviewed literature documenting the effects of DDE on
birds, avian adverse effects thresholds are lower for DDE than for
most other OCPs found on-site. Therefore, it is expected that measur-
ing losses using DDE thresholds will incorporate losses due to other
OCP compounds.28 1
Shortly after discovering the bird deaths, scientists from
SJRWMD, FWS, and the Florida Audubon Society, began working to-
gether to try to determine what was causing the bird deaths and what
should be done to address the problem. 28 2 However, once the U.S.
Justice Department ("DOJ") initiated its criminal investigation into
the bird deaths, cooperation ceased. 283 The federal government went
into criminal investigation mode and the scientists were no longer
able to work together or to share information. The DOJ seized all of
273. Id. at 5.
274. Id. at 9.
275. Id. (citing D.J. Call et al., DDE Poisoning in Wild Great Blue Heron, 16 BULL.
ENVTL. CONTAMINATION & TOXICOLOGY 310 (1976)).
276. Id.
277. Id.
278. Id. at 11.
279. Id. (citing L.J. Blus et al., Brown Pelican: Population Status, Reproductive Suc-
cess, and Organochlorine Residues in Louisiana, 1971-1976, 22 BULL. ENVTL.
CONTAMINATION & TOXICOLOGY 128 (1979)).
280. Id. at 12.
281. Id.
282. Edgar Lowe, St. Johns River Water Mgmt. Dist., Address at the University of
Florida Levin College of Law (Apr. 3, 2007).
283. Id.
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the bird carcasses as evidence so that the scientist no longer had ac-
cess to them to conduct testing to determine the cause of death. 284
The criminal investigation hindered the ability of scientists and envi-
ronmental managers to be able to cooperate to determine what steps
should be taken to address the problem and prevent further harm.
After years of investigation and more than two years of legal negotia-
tions, the DOJ and SJRWMD reached a settlement agreement. 28 5
The settlement is a global agreement that addresses the criminal is-
sues under the ESA, MBTA, and BGEPA, as well as civil natural re-
sources damages under CERCLA.286
On October 8, 2003, SJRWMD and the United States entered into
a Memorandum of Understanding ("MOU")287 to resolve the criminal
and civil issues related to the bird kill. The MOU addresses both the
civil and criminal issues involving CERLCA, the ESA, the MBTA, and
the BGEPA and resolves the federal investigation as to both the
SJRWMD and its employees. 28 8 The MOU sets forth a number of
processes governing future action by the SJRWMD. First, the MOU,
sets up a clear framework for conducting ESA consultations for ac-
tions that may affect listed species. 28 9 Second, the MOU contains an
Avian Protection Plan ("APP"), which will guide SJRWMD's land
management activities to avoid or minimize impacts to migratory
birds.290 Under the MOU, SJRWMD will compensate for damages to
284. Id.
285. SJRWMD MOU, supra note 268.
286. Id.
287. Id.
288. Id.
289. Id.
290. Pursuant to the APP, SJRWMD is required to address thirty-eight management
areas related to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act and the Bald and Golden Eagle
Protection Act. The APP covers projects within the thirty-eight management ar-
eas that will "more than minimally" alter the condition of land or vegetation, and
therefore the habitat value and bird use of those areas. Each project was then
assigned a potential avian impact level-low, medium, or high-to determine
where risk minimizing efforts should be concentrated. The impact levels are
based primarily on the contaminants found at the site. Each project is then given
a project description, a definition of the habitat prior to start of the project, a
predicted definition of the habitat upon completion of the project, a description of
the avian use of the area, a prediction of the potential effect of the project on
avian composition, a risk assessment and, finally, a plan of action for minimizing
risks and impacts on habitat. Finally, the APP includes a Post-Project Monitor-
ing Plan and a Contingency Plan. The Post-Project Monitoring Plan covers
projects with a high potential impact level that is not significantly offset by the
project design. In those cases, the birds on site will be monitored on a regular
basis. SJRWMD will report any sick, injured or dead birds to the USFWS within
forty-eight hours, in accordance with the MOU. Further, SJRWMD will report
any large die-offs of amphibians, as indicative of poor system health. The Contin-
gency Plan will be used if monitoring identifies early warning signs of a bird die
off (birds acting strangely, not responding to loud noises or human activity, wob-
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natural resources by purchasing, preserving and managing land con-
taining a major wood stork rookery. The rookery site purchased by
the SJRWMD is an 8,465-acre property that contains approximately
150 wood stork nests, making it the second largest breeding colony of
wood storks in northeast Florida. The site includes five miles of front-
age along the Matanzas River and its acquisition creates a nearly
16,000 acre conservation area. SJRWMD contributed $10 million to
the purchase price of the site. This property provides multiple restora-
tion benefits, including protection for a breeding colony of the endan-
gered wood stork, and habitat for a myriad of other bird species such
as American white pelican and great blue heron. The MOU also re-
quires SJRWMD to do employee training on federal laws that protect
avian wildlife and to participate in a number of cooperative efforts
with wildlife agencies. 2 9 1
Subsequent to the extensive soil testing and research that occurred
in response to the bird kills, SJRWMD has experimented with a vari-
ety of remediation plans for the portions of the farmlands that have
unacceptable levels of pesticide residue.29 2 Based on the new re-
search, SJRWMD's plan is to restore farmlands to vegetated marshes
rather than open-water to reduce the risk of future poisonings. 29 3 To
reduce pesticide levels in areas that exceed acceptable levels,
SJRWMD has tested a variety of remediation methodologies including
removing soil and bringing in clean soil to replace it, a "soil blending"
approach in which the top several feet of soil are mixed to dilute the
pesticide levels in the higher strata of the soil, and using a special
plow which takes the top two to four feet of soil and flips it over so that
the contaminated portion of the soil is buried.2 94 By 2005, SJRWMD
had begun to re-flood a portion of the former farmland along the north
shore.29 5 In the late 1980s, the concentration of phosphorus in Lake
Apopka was more than 200 ppb. 2 9 6 In the mid-1990s, after initiating
the Gizzard Shad harvesting program and the marsh-flow way pro-
ject, the concentration had decreased to approximately 150 ppb.29 7
bling, inability to fly or not flying well). In such cases, SJRWMD may undertake
activities to discourage avian use of the site. These activities include altering
water levels and hazing. ST. JOHNS RIVER WATER MGMT. DIST., AVIAN PROTEC-
TION PLAN (June 2005) (on file with author).
291. SJRWMD MOU, supra note 268.
292. HOGE ET AL., supra note 117, at 148.
293. Id. at 149.
294. LAND MANAGEMENT PLAN, supra note 250, at 56. The total project is 5,050 acres,
including 4,150 acres of wetlands. Id.
295. LAKE APOPKA MARSH FLOW-WAY, supra note 112, at 1.
296. Gianfranco Basili, St. Johns River Water Mgmt. Dist., Address at the University
of Florida Levin College of Law (Jan. 30, 2007).
297. Id.
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6. Regulating for the Future
Resolution of the avian mortality incident and plans to complete
the marsh flow-way and re-flood the farmlands that were found to be
clean or adequately remediated, was not the end of the story.
SJRWMD's success in reducing phosphorus inputs and removing ex-
cess phosphorus to flip the lake back into a non-eutrophic state proved
to bring with them another unintended consequence. As the nutrient
levels in the lake decreased and consequently the algae populations
receded, the lake become clearer and more attractive as an aesthetic
and recreational asset. Being in relatively close proximity to the rap-
idly developing areas surrounding the City of Orlando, the land on the
south side of Lake Apopka (i.e., land that had not been purchased by
the SJRWMD) began to attract the attention of residential developers
who could envision a demand for lake front or lake view homes once
the lake was sufficiently clear. Anticipating the additional nutrient
loadings that would result from increased suburban development in
the Lake Apopka drainage basin, SJRWMD decided to act preemp-
tively to ensure that future development would not result in a rein-
troduction of high levels of phosphorus to the lake reversing the
substantial efforts that SJRWMD had made to reduce phosphorus
inputs.
In 2000 SJRWMD completed the phosphorus budget for all dis-
chargers to meet the fifty-five ppb criterion that had been established
by the legislature.298 The budget took into account atmospheric depo-
sition, natural background, the existing permitted sewage treatment
plant, inputs from existing natural streams, discharges from the pur-
chased farms, and other run-off from within the basin.299 The budget
demonstrated that even with the dramatic decreases in phosphorus
loadings resulting from taking the farms out of production, existing
loadings essentially used up all of the budgeted phosphorus. To
achieve the fifty-five ppb criterion, it would be necessary to prohibit
virtually all future loadings.
Accordingly, in 2002 the SJRWMD Governing Board adopted a
new regulation specific to the Lake Apopka Basin which placed severe
restrictions on the amount of phosphorous that can be discharged into
the lake or its tributaries.300 In the new rule, SJRWMD adopts the
legislatively-created fifty-five ppb as total phosphorus criterion for
298. Mike Coveney, St. Johns River Water Mgmt. Dist., Address at the University of
Florida Levin College of Law (Feb. 20, 2007).
299. Id.
300. FLA. ADMIN. CODE ANN. r. 40C-41.063(8) (2007); ST. JOHNS RWVER WATER MGMT.
DIST., APPLICANT'S HANDBOOK: MANAGEMENT AND STORAGE OF SURFACE WATERS
§ 11.7 (Nov. 5, 2008), available at http://www.sjrwmd.com/handbooks/pdfs/mssw
hdbk.pdf [hereinafter APPLICANT'S HANDBOOK]; HOGE ET AL., supra note 117, at
160-62.
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Lake Apopka and pursuant to the authority granted by legislation,
adopts discharge limitations to meet the criterion.3 0 1 The rule re-
quires that post-development phosphorus discharge will not exceed
pre-development phosphorus discharge and prohibits the import of
phosphorus from inter-basin diversion unless an offset from another
phosphorus source is provided.3 02 In other words, the rule prohibits
any net increases in phosphorus discharge to the lake from any new
development in the Lake Apopka basin.
7. Results of the Restoration
With the combination of restoration efforts designed to shift Lake
Apopka back into a non-eutrophic state and restore ecological resili-
ence to the clear-lake system, Lake Apopka's water quality has dra-
matically improved. Phosphorus levels in the lake are down fifty-six
percent and water clarity is fifty-four percent improved. 30 3 The im-
provements have occurred despite years of droughts and hurricanes
which result in perturbations that can offset restoration efforts. 304
Due to the reduced nutrient levels and concomitant improved water
clarity, native submersed plants have reestablished themselves in
hundreds of locations around the lake.3 05 Overall, the Lake Apopka
restoration has been a significant success, despite the complexities,
uncertainties, and unexpected consequences. Although the Lake
Apopka restoration was on a much smaller scale than that of the Glen
Canyon Dam or Everglades, as presented by Professors Gunderson
and Zelmer elsewhere in this Issue,30 6 and certainly does not involve
anywhere near the complexity or scale of Professor Glicksman's dis-
cussion of resilience at the global level, found elsewhere in this Is-
sue, 3 0 7 several important lessons can be learned from the Lake
Apopka experience, which could help to guide future restoration
efforts.
301. APPLICANT'S HANDBOOK, supra note 300, § 11.7.
302. Id.
303. LAKE APOPKA FACT SHEET, supra note 112, at 2. For a more detailed scientific
discussion of the results of the Lake Apopka restoration, see generally M. F. Cov-
eney et al., Response of a Eutrophic, Shallow Subtropical Lake to Reduced Nutri-
ent Loading, 50 FRESHWATER BIOLOGY 1718 (2005).
304. See LAKE APOPKA FACT SHEET, supra note 112, at 2.
305. Id.
306. See Sandra Zellmer & Lance Gunderson, Why Resilience May Not Always Be a
Good Thing: Lessons in Ecosystem Restoration From Glen Canyon and the Ever-
glades, 87 NEB. L. REV. (2009).
307. See Robert L. Glicksman, Ecosystem Resilience to Disruptions Linked to Global
Climate Change: An Adaptive Approach to Federal Land Management, 87 NEB. L.
REV. (2009).
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IV. THE LESSONS OF ADAPTATION AND RESILIENCE
The Lake Apopka story can be used as a guide for future environ-
mental restoration projects. Although the project was beset with un-
certainty, complexity, legal setbacks, and unintended consequences-
even resulting in tragedy-ultimately, the project not only succeeded
in its original objectives, but also succeeded in developing cutting edge
scientific research with broad application, and providing legal protec-
tions to address anticipated future impacts. Perhaps the most endur-
ing success, however, is as a roadmap for how to accomplish
environmental restoration in the face of scientific uncertainty and un-
intended consequences.
A. Admit We Don't Know What We Don't Know
The first lesson from Lake Apopka is a reminder that the natural
world is complex and dynamic and that our scientific understandings
of the natural world are extremely limited.308 At the onset of the
Lake Apopka restoration project, there was no certainty that the
planned phosphorus removal projects would work. Although, based on
previous studies demonstrating the relationship between phosphorus
loading and the trophic state of lakes, 3 09 there was reasonable cer-
tainty that the marsh flow-way would result in phosphorus removal
and that the lake would respond to the reduced phosphorus loading,
there was much uncertainty regarding the proportionality of the lake's
response and the time it would take to see any response. SJRWMD
scientists could not predict with high certainty the extent to which, or
for how long, sediment resuspension and recycling sedimentary phos-
phorus would prevent improvements in water quality.3 10 The marsh
flow-way component of the project required ongoing experimentation
with testing different flow rates to determine the most effective rate
for phosphorus removal. The likely benefits of the shad harvesting
program were far from guaranteed. If SJRWMD had waited until it
had perfect information or complete certainty that its proposed project
would work, the project probably would never have begun. Moreover,
it simply was not possible to develop the information needed without
actually experimenting with the project. Of course, the idea that we
308. See Ruhl, supra note 15, at 1259-60.
309. See, e.g., ORG. FOR ECON. CO-OPERATION AND DEV., EUTROPHICATION OF WATERS:
MONITORING, ASSESSMENT AND CONTROL (1982).
310. Although work conducted in Europe in the 1980s indicated that shallow lakes
respond to phosphorus load reduction with lag times averaging about five years,
other scientists had predicted that recovery could take hundreds of years. E-mail
from Edgar Lowe, St. Johns River Water Mgmt. Dist., to Mary Jane Angelo, As-
soc. Professor of Law, Univ. of Fla. Levin Coll. of Law (Jan. 9, 2009) (on file with
author); LAKE RESTORATION By REDUCTION OF NUTRIENT LOADING: EXPECTATIONS,
EXPERIENCES, EXTRAPOLATIONS, (Hein Sas, ed., 1989).
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will never have complete or perfect information about natural systems
is the basis of the concept of adaptive management. The Lake Apopka
story merely serves as a real world confirmation of this fact. Finally,
as is discussed further below, even when we think we know some-
thing, such as with the reliance on the information contained in the
existing scientific literature regarding the bioaccumulation of OCPs,
the Lake Apopka story reminds us of the fallacy of believing we know
anything for certain. As adaptive management theory provides, we
must constantly be vigilant and open to the possibility that we may
not know as much as we think we know or that, at a minimum, there
is always more to know. Then, we must be willing to seek out and
acknowledge new information as it becomes available and to use it as
appropriate to increase the odds of a successful outcome.
The fact that environmental management and restoration projects
are dealing with ecosystems, and presumably designed to maintain
ecosystem function, a priori means that such projects are dealing with
highly complex systems for which we will never have a complete un-
derstanding. Moreover, if the goal of such projects is the maintenance
or restoration of ecosystem function, we must be willing to accept the
fact that we must maintain a high level of complexity, which brings
with it a certain level of uncertainty.3 11 To manage or restore natural
systems such that they maintain or regain a high level of ecological
resilience, it is necessary to embrace the complexity. Attempting to
manage natural ecosystems to meet a fixed simplistic goal is antitheti-
cal to ecological resilience.
Unfortunately, political pressures often push resource managers to
overstate the level of certainty about their proposed actions. Legisla-
tors, high level administrators, and taxpaying citizens typically are
loathe to commit resources to projects with uncertain outcomes.
Neither lawmakers nor taxpayers want to hear that we are not sure
what is going to happen. Thus, resource managers often feel pressure
to ignore the uncertainties and at least portray a high level of confi-
dence. 312 Moreover, once resources are committed and a project is un-
derway, it may not be politically expedient to admit that certain
choices were made on what has turned out to be flawed information or
that things are not happening the way we anticipated they would.3 13
Again, resource managers may feel pressure to simply ignore new in-
formation, or to "spin" new information in a way that does not make
them look like they have erred in their judgments. Resource manag-
ers may feel it is better to simply push ahead with their plans even in
311. Holly Doremus, Adaptive Management, The Endangered Species Act, and the In-
stitutional Challenges of"New Age" Environmental Protection, 41 WASHBURN L.J.
50, 53 (2001).
312. Id. at 54-56.
313. Id.
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the face of new information that may suggest that the proposed plan is
flawed to avoid having to admit they made a mistake and "wasted tax-
payer money." Pretending that we are certain about what we are do-
ing or about the outcomes of our proposed actions, while perhaps
politically expedient, is antithetical to successful environmental
restoration.
B. Stuff Happens
An outgrowth of our limited understanding of the natural world,
and perhaps simply a fact of life, is that stuff happens. No matter our
best intentions or best efforts to prevent problems from occurring, we
can never anticipate every potential consequence of our actions. 3 14 As
described above, unanticipated consequences may result from basing
decisions on incomplete or imperfect information. However, many
other variables can contribute to unexpected outcomes. Whether it be
climatic conditions, changed political climates, changed human land
use or other practices, or other unanticipated factors, it is simply im-
possible to perfectly predict the future. Thus, even the best-informed
decisions may result in serious ecological, economic, or political ad-
verse consequences. We may need to be willing to tolerate some level
of risk to proceed with important restoration efforts. The Lake Apopka
case clearly demonstrates this. From the time that SJRWMD began
planning the restoration and at virtually every step of the way, unan-
ticipated events occurred. The discovery of the endocrine disrupting
effects on the alligators in the lake presented new scientific complex-
ity. The significant judicial loss of the challenge to the nutrient limi-
tation rule in 1996 was a major unanticipated setback.
Of course the most serious unintended consequence was the bird
kills that occurred in 1998-1999. The bird kills were completely un-
anticipated for a number of reasons. First, Florida had many years of
experience with farm restoration projects and never experienced any-
thing like the 1998 event. Second, the farmland on the north shore of
Lake Apopka had been flooded for nematode control every year while
the farms were in operation without any problem. Finally, SJRWMD
conducted an environmental assessment, in which soil samples were
taken from the farmlands and tested for the presence of toxic sub-
stances and risk analysis prior to flooding the fields. The risk assess-
ments considered risks from residual toxaphene and DDT on the farm
fields, but concluded that there was not a significant risk of bird mor-
tality and that the only moderate risk was for long-term reproductive
effects.
In addition to the actual bird deaths, however, the decision of the
U.S. Department of Justice to pursue a criminal case and the concomi-
314. Ruhl, supra note 15, at 1263.
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tant sequestration of bird carcasses and relevant information, was
something that could not reasonably have been anticipated. Thus, at
every step of the way, adjustments had to be made to accommodate
new information or changed circumstances that resulted from these
unanticipated events. The ability to make such adjustments, to be
flexible and to respond to unanticipated events is the hallmark of
adaptive management.
C. Learning From Experience
1. Three Models of Learning and Success
C.S. Holling-the father of adaptive management-and his col-
leagues describe three types of changes that occur in any complex sys-
tem, whether an ecosystem or a political or legal system: (1)
incremental; (2) abrupt; and (3) transformational. 3 15 Each of these
types of changes can result in a correspondingly different type of
learning and success. The Lake Apopka story provides a real-world
illustration of each of these types of learning and success. Incremen-
tal change occurs in a predictable manner based on the assumption
that existing knowledge is correct.3 16 This type of learning involves
collecting data during the course of the project and feeding the data
back into existing models to update and adjust the models.317 Many
aspects of the Lake Apopka story are characterized by incremental
learning. For example, experimentation with the speed of water mov-
ing marsh flow-way and making adjustments in response to data from
such experiments can be considered incremental learning. Likewise,
from a legal perspective, SJRWMD's response to a number of legal
challenges, such as the failed 1994 wastewater discharge rule adop-
tion, resulted in adjustments to the law through legislative changes to
provide the legal authority to pursue the necessary phosphorus load-
ing reductions.
Abrupt change and spasmodic learning involves the episodic and
discontinuous learning in response to surprises. 3 18 Surprises, or un-
intended consequences that occur in the course of carrying out the pro-
ject, will reveal inadequacies of current knowledge or model. 3 19 The
unanticipated surprises of the bird die-offs and the adjustments that
were made in response, such as draining the fields, conducting addi-
tional soil testing and remediating contaminated soil can be viewed as
examples of abrupt learning.
315. C.S. Holling, et al., Discoveries for Sustainable Futures, in PANARCHY: UNDER-
STANDING TRANSORMATIONS IN HUMAN AND NATURAL SYSTEMS 395, 404--05 (Lance
H. Gunderson & C.S. Holling eds., 2002).
316. Id. at 404.
317. Id.
318. Id. at 405.
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Transformational learning is the most dramatic form of learn-
ing.3 20 It involves the creation of completely new paradigms. 3 2 1 As
discussed below, one example of this type of transformative learning is
the completely new scientific understanding of the way that OCPs
move and are stored in the environment and in the bodies of birds,
which came out of the research conducted by SJRWMD in response to
the bird die-off. By taking advantage of the bird kill tragedy to de-
velop this new research, rather than merely viewing the bird kill as
the death knell of the restoration project, SJRWMD was able to signif-
icantly change our understanding of these pesticides. This new re-
search will undoubtedly play an essential role in any future
restoration projects on previous agricultural or industrial lands that
may have been contaminated with OCPs.
Moreover, perhaps the Lake Apopka experience as a whole can be
viewed through this lens as one of the few large-scale examples of suc-
cessful adaptive management and restoration of ecological resilience
in the face of scientific and legal uncertainty and a large number of
legal and scientific setbacks. Lake Apopka can provide a real-world
new paradigm to guide future restoration efforts.
2. Learning From Our Mistakes
Adaptive management by its very nature involves experimentation
and adjustment in response to new information, mistakes, or unex-
pected results. Adaptive management requires that we monitor our
actions and use new information to adjust appropriately. When mis-
takes occur, they must be viewed as opportunities for learning rather
than as reasons to derail a project. One unavoidable consequence of
adaptive management is that unanticipated outcomes are an inherent
part of such actions. Unfortunately, these mistakes and unintended
consequences may involve adverse environmental and/or economic im-
pacts. Consequently, if we decide to proceed with adaptive manage-
ment, we must accept that we are taking certain risks and be
prepared to respond quickly and appropriately if adverse unintended
consequences occur. In addition, we must not chill adaptive manage-
ment behavior by punishing environmental managers who make in-
formed reasonable decisions merely because an adverse unintended
consequence results. The actions of the U.S. Department of Justice in
the wake of the Lake Apopka bird-kill are the types of actions that will
discourage the type of experimentation that is necessary to have suc-
cessful adaptive management. We must be willing to accept that
sometimes bad things will happen. If we punish the people who are
doing their best to adaptively manage a system within the realities of
320. Id.
321. Id.
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scientific uncertainty and complexity, we will deter future adaptive
management and remain stuck in the old rut of front-loaded one-time
"safe" decision-making that will never achieve true ecological resili-
ence. Alternatively, we will never act because we will be waiting in-
definitely for science to develop the elusive "perfect information." We
simply must allow environmental managers to proceed based on the
best scientific evidence and do our best to minimize the harms from
the inevitable unintended consequences that undoubtedly will occur.
This is not an easy task. It is difficult to accept harms such as deaths
of endangered species and it is tempting to shut down projects that
result in such harms. However, if our goal is to use adaptive manage-
ment to maintain and restore ecological resilience, we must have the
courage to take the long view and to embrace and take advantage of
unanticipated results as "opportunities" to learn and improve.
The mistakes that resulted in the unintended bird kills, while
tragic in themselves, provided an opportunity for learning. In re-
sponse to the bird kills, SJRWMD began extensive scientific study to
determine what went wrong and how such problems could be avoided
in the future. After the die-off, more than 1,000 additional soil sam-
ples were taken.3 22 These samples revealed a large variation in the
concentration of pesticide residues among the various farms. The va-
riation was another factor that was not anticipated because all of the
farms had been growing the same crops in the same conditions, so it
was presumed that similar farming practices were used. Based on
this assumption, when the environmental assessment was conducted
prior to the reflooding, the sampling did not extend to what turned out
to be the farm fields with the highest pesticide residues. Moreover,
the post-die-off sampling revealed that one pesticide "hot spot" had
been missed in the earlier testing. This site had extremely high levels
of fresh toxaphene, suggesting a recent spill had taken place that was
not discovered in the environmental assessment. 32 3
Even the toxaphene hot spot and the higher levels of pesticide resi-
due on certain farms, however, could not account for the high levels of
pesticides that were actually found in the carcasses of poisoned birds.
The higher than expected levels of pesticides in the bird bodies could
be attributed to a number of different possible factors. Hypotheses to
explain the unanticipated high levels included: (1) the birds came on
the site with a preexisting high burden of pesticides; (2) the bioac-
cumulation factors that were derived from the scientific literature and
used in the risk assessment were too low; (3) the half-life for excreting
the pesticides derived from the literature and used in the risk assess-
ment was too short; and (4) unanticipated translocation from one body
322. Edgar Lowe, St. Johns River Water Mgmt. Dist., Address at the University of
Florida Levin College of Law (Apr. 3, 2007).
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component to another was occurring in the birds.324 The first hypoth-
esis-that the birds came on the site with preexisting high body bur-
dens of pesticides-was ruled out because the control group birds (i.e.,
birds known to be killed by other causes) did not contain high levels of
pesticides.325
Many of the pesticides of concern simply had never been studied in
depth and their modes of action were not well understood. 32 6 For ex-
ample, after years of research on DDT, and all of the controversy sur-
rounding the pesticide, the mode of action of DDT is still not
understood.3 27 To complicate matters, some of the pesticides of con-
cern, such as toxaphene, are mixtures of many chemicals (toxaphene
itself consists of 200 different compounds) most of which have not
been well studied. 328 To determine if the bioaccumulation numbers
from the literature were too low, SJRWMD conducted a series of mi-
crocosm studies in tanks and one-quarter acre mesocosm studies in
the field. The studies involved raising fish in the microcosms and
mesocosms that contained varying soil concentrations of OCPs. In a
separate series of laboratory studies, fish raised in on-site mesocosms
were fed to great egrets to determine the amount of accumulation in
the various tissues. 32 9 SJRWMD's studies demonstrated that bioac-
cumulation numbers in the literature significantly underestimated
the actual bioaccumulation. 3 30 Moreover, these studies measured ac-
cumulation rates for pesticides that had degraded through years of
exposure to microbial processes in the soils, whereas previous studies
involved force feeding or injecting birds with fresh toxaphene.3 3 1 Be-
cause the SJRWMD study fed birds fish that had accumulated de-
graded pesticides from field mesocosms, they more closely mimicked
real-world conditions. Additionally, the studies indicated that the
bioaccumulation factors would be higher for birds feeding on fish from
unvegetated areas than in vegetated areas because the open water
fish would have higher levels of OCPs.332 The farm fields were rap-
idly flooded to depths that prevented plant colonization. This created
open water conditions, rather than vegetated wetlands. 33 3 Thus, this
study suggests that there is less risk associated with flooding vege-
tated fields than with unvegetated fields. Wetland vegetation can be
established by very shallow flooding until plants have become estab-
324. Id.
325. Id.
326. Id.
327. Id.
328. Id.
329. Id.
330. Id.
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lished and this method has been applied in safely reflooding
thousands of acres. One hypothesis that has been developed to ex-
plain this difference is that because marsh-like sites have more vege-
tation than open-water sites, they develop a food web that includes
substantial amounts of new organic matter (created by plant photo-
synthesis) that is lower in OCPs than the organic matter of soils;
whereas, in unvegetated sites, the highly contaminated organic mat-
ter in the soils dominates the base of the food web.3 34
To test the translocation hypothesis, the SJRWMD determined
that the fat tissue of the birds had much higher concentrations of the
toxins per volume of lipid than did the brain tissue.335 Thus,
SJRWMD developed a hypothesis that the birds accumulated the pes-
ticides in their fat, and if they stop feeding, the pesticide moves from
the fat into the bloodstream and ultimately to the brain.33 6 To test
this hypothesis, SJRWMD conducted studies that demonstrated that
the pesticide concentrations in the brain increased when the birds
were deprived of food. They also found that high doses of pesticides
suppressed the appetite of birds, which led to reduced feeding and, in
turn, more pesticide traveling to the brain where it exerts its neuro-
toxic effect.337
In sum, the testing conducted by SJRWMD in response to the bird
deaths led to several completely new understandings about how pesti-
cides accumulate and are metabolized by fish-eating birds in the real
world. These test results demonstrated that the data in the scientific
literature, which environmental managers have relied on for decades,
are fundamentally flawed and that, depending upon specific circum-
stances, the risk posed by a given concentration of pesticide in soil
may be significantly higher than previously believed. Additional re-
search prompted by the bird die-off tested a variety of approaches to
remediation of soils contaminated with OCPs.338
Based on this new information, SJRWMD revised its risk assess-
ment and developed remediation plans for the areas of farmland con-
taining unacceptable concentrations of pesticide residues. 339
SJRWMD also was able to determine an acceptable level of residue
that must exist prior to re-flooding any farmlands and also learned
that risks are much lower if farmlands are only flooded to a vegetated
334. Id.
335. Id.
336. Id.
337. Id.
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marsh condition rather than flooded to an open water condition.
SJRWMD was able to re-flood several parcels. The newly re-flooded
parcels attracted thousands of wading birds with no adverse conse-
quences. 34o Thus, the marsh restoration based on the new informa-
tion regarding pesticide residues appears to be working.
More important than the lessons SJRWMD learned for the Lake
Apopka restoration, however, is the fact that only by having tried res-
toration and only by responding to the unintended consequences of
restoration with serious study, was SJRWMD able to determine the
extent to which prior scientific data and understandings were flawed.
The new data, based on conditions that more closely mimic real world
conditions, are proving to be critical for farmland restoration projects
throughout the world.34 1 For example, the science that came out of
the Lake Apopka experience has been considered in the restoration
efforts in the Florida Everglades, the Klamath Basin, the Mississippi
River, and the Illinois River. 34 2
No one can deny that mistakes were made during the Lake Apopka
restoration project. Most significantly, SJRWMD erred in failing to
conduct adequate soil testing throughout the entire area to be re-
flooded and instead relied on soil testing in limited areas, which
turned out to be cleaner than other areas.34 3 Although SJRWMD be-
lieved, perhaps reasonably at the time, that all of the farms would
have similar pesticide levels because they were all growing the same
crops in the same place in a similar manner for the same length of
time, these beliefs turned out to be inaccurate. Accordingly, one les-
son Lake Apopka teaches us is not to assume anything and, in particu-
lar, not to make assumptions about farming practices, which as we
have learned can vary dramatically from one neighboring farm to an-
other. This lesson should inform future agricultural restoration
projects. As a related matter, SJRWMD erred in using information
regarding the assessment of risks from pesticides derived from the sci-
entific literature which underestimated the risks. Although this mis-
take may have been harder to avoid because it seems reasonable to be
able to rely on information contained in scientific literature, perhaps
the lesson to be learned is that where there are potential significant
340. Id.
341. Id.
342. Id.
343. It should be noted that even if additional soil sampling had been done, the conclu-
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scientific literature in existence at the time underestimated the level of risk from
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risks, we should not simply rely on pulling numbers out of books, par-
ticularly if such numbers are based on studies that do not appear to
replicate real-world conditions. A related lesson is as a reminder of
how much we do not know and how even matters that have been sub-
jected to scientific study often are not fully understood. The most ob-
vious lesson from this mistake, of course, is that our understanding of
the accumulation of OCPs was flawed and the studies conducted by
SJRWMD provide much better information for future restoration
projects on lands that may contain residues of these pesticides.
Another lesson from the Lake Apopka experience is that even
where mistakes lead to tragic results, this is not necessarily a reason
to abandon restoration efforts. Instead, as occurred following the
Lake Apopka bird-kill tragedy, environmental managers should first
attempt to minimize harm and prevent additional harm, and then use
the experience to develop better information to use in proceeding with
the restoration and to inform future similar restoration projects.
When human activity shifts a stability domain to an undesirable
state, three different options for responding exist.344 First, we can do
nothing and hope that eventually the system will return to a desirable
state.345 Due to resilience mechanisms that develop in the undesir-
able state, however, this is unlikely to occur. Second, we can try to
actively restore the system to the desirable state.3 46 Third, we can
simply accept the new stability domain. 347 Prior to the Lake Apopka
restoration, it would have been easy to simply write off Lake Apopka
as an irreversibly polluted lake. It would have been easy to conclude
that the $100 million plus that were spent for purchasing the farm-
lands would have been better spent on acquiring and preserving other
more pristine land, or for another environmental restoration project
that was not quite as daunting. Yet, even during the times of the en-
docrine disruptor crisis and the bird-kills and the ensuing criminal
investigation, the project continued and today it is fair to say that
Lake Apopka has reverted (or is on the verge of reverting) back to its
non-eutrophic stability domain. However, the success story of Lake
Apopka extends beyond the lake clean-up. The legacy of the Lake
Apopka restoration may be a much-needed real-world example of an
adaptive management success story. Every stage of the process lead-
ing to the ultimate success required experimentation with science,
with management strategies, and with legal approaches. The experi-
ments would have meant little if the managers had not learned and
adjusted in response as new information and changed circumstances
came about. Mistakes were made along the way-some with tragic
344. Gunderson et al., supra note 72, at 258.
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consequences. However, the environmental managers were ulti-
mately given the legal and political leeway to learn form these mis-
takes and, by doing so, to develop a body of new scientific
understanding that not only guided the remainder of the restoration
project, but which is also serving as a guide to other similar restora-
tion projects throughout the world. Scientific information gleaned
from the Lake Apopka restoration project is currently being used by
environmental decision-makers in a number of other restoration
projects, including in the Everglades, the Klamath basin, the Missouri
River, and the Illinois River, all of which face similar challenges as
those in the Apopka case.
Of course, there may be instances where the risks are simply too
high and where inaction is the preferable choice. As Professor Holly
Doremus has pointed out, in situations where the proposed action
poses high risk to an endangered species, but where the risk to the
species of inaction is relatively low, inaction may be the preferable
choice.3 4s In may cases, the status quo will pose the lowest risk to an
endangered species, at least in the short term.34 9 However, where
management or restoration projects are designed to restore long-term
ecological resilience, which in the long run may have substantial bene-
fits not just to a single species, but to the function of an ecosystem as a
whole, it may be preferable to take the risk.
The Lake Apopka case illustrates one of the primary inconsisten-
cies between U.S. species protection law and adaptive management.
Statutes such as the ESA, MBTA, and BGEPA, focus on the protection
of one individual species at a time. However, to achieve ecological re-
silience through adaptive management, it sometimes may be neces-
sary to allow some risk to individual species for the good of the
functioning of the ecosystem as a whole. Frequently, the short-term
goals of protecting one species may conflict with the long-term protec-
tion of other species and with goals of ecological resilience restoration.
For example, when degraded conditions in the Everglades caused the
endangered Everglades Snail Kite to find a new habitat further to the
north in the Blue Cypress Conservation area owned by SJRWMD, a
different choice had to be made as to whether to continue to manage
the hydrologic regime of the area in a manner that would provide the
best habitat for wood storks and other species, or whether to adapt to
the new circumstances and manage the area to maximize the benefit
to the new Snail Kite residents that had been forced out of their origi-
nal everglades habitat.
Another challenge of adaptive management is that it may be diffi-
cult to incorporate substantial public participation. Professor Holly
348. Doremus, supra note 311, at 70.
349. Id.
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Doremus has discussed how the focus on public participation in the
Everglades restoration project has made it difficult to make the type of
quick decisions and adjustments that are needed for effective adaptive
management. 35 0 If we need to wait to convene all stakeholders and
achieve consensus or near consensus before every action, we simply
will not be able to have the quick reaction time necessary for adaptive
management.3 5 1 Moreover, it may be extremely difficult to obtain
stakeholder consensus for experimentation based on new or untested
ideas which carry with them a level of risk. The consensus-building
process itself may lead only to less risky ideas being acceptable. Thus,
we may have to rethink the role that public participation should play
in adaptive management. Professor Doremus has expressed concern
over the risks posed by issuing incidental take permits under the
ESA.352 However, one option would be to impose a different standard
for obtaining incidental take permits (or incidental take statements)
when the primary purpose of the proposed action is to maintain or
restore ecological resilience to an ecosystem. In these cases, a lower
standard for obtaining an incidental take permit than in cases where
there is some other primary purpose may be appropriate. With Lake
Apopka, the primary purpose of the project was clearly environmental
restoration of the ecosystem. Thus, some incidental takes may be
warranted. Whereas, in the case where the primary purpose of a pro-
ject is, for example, construction of a highway, a higher standard
should be met to obtain an incidental take permit.
Public participation is critical for the success of any environmental
management or restoration project. Without providing the opportu-
nity for all interested stakeholders to be heard, and without at least
some level of consensus, decisions will not endure because dissatisfied
stakeholders will be more likely to bring legal challenges, to seek leg-
islative changes, or to mobilize communities to politically pressure
agencies to undo such decisions. 35 3 However, it is worth considering
which components of an adaptive management project and/or which
stages of the development of such a project are best suited for public
participation. For example, public participation is critical to identify-
ing policy objectives, restoration objectives or management objectives,
to ensure such objectives are acceptable to a range to stakeholders.
However, once such objectives have been identified and it is time to
determine specific actions to be implemented to meet such objectives,
public participation may have to take a backseat to permit adaptive
management to occur. The scientists charged with developing specific
actions must be given wide latitude to experiment and to "try" new
350. Id. at 82-83.
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things even in the absence of complete or perfect data. The scientists
must also be given the flexibility to react and adjust quickly as new
information becomes available or as circumstances change. Of course,
we must still demand that risks be reduced to the extent practicable
by insisting that scientists use the best scientific information availa-
ble. Without giving wide latitude to scientists, however, we will not be
able to adaptively manage. The Lake Apopka story illustrates that
when scientists are given sufficient discretion and flexibility they
often can come up with creative, although perhaps untested ideas,
such as the marsh flow-way and Gizzard Shad harvesting, that may
ultimately prove successful.
One challenge of giving scientists wide latitude is that the public
may not have sufficient trust in scientists or public institutions to be
willing to sit back and let experimentation occur. In recent years
there has been an undermining of trust in public institutions in gen-
eral, and of science coming out of public institutions in particular.
During the George W. Bush administration, the news was rife with
reports of science coming out of agencies such as the EPA being heav-
ily influenced, if not altered, to support particular political agen-
das.3 54 Scientific information that did not support such political
agendas often was squelched or "spun." As a result, the public is
highly distrustful of science.3 55 For the public to be willing to give
government scientists discretion and flexibility, it will be necessary to
restore scientific integrity with government agencies and for such
agencies to regain the public's trust.35 6
In addition to the pure scientific knowledge that has been gleaned
from the Lake Apopka experience, the project and its associated
problems have also resulted in learning on behalf of the WRP. As a
result of the problems that occurred during the Lake Apopka restora-
tion, the WRP modified its practices. The lessons learned at Lake
Apopka, the WRP's first major project, helped to ensure that restora-
tion will not have negative unintended consequences on the more than
one million acres of other WRP projects.
The actions of the DOJ in pursuing the criminal case against
SJRWMD for the bird deaths were counter to the concept of adaptive
management. The DOJ's actions turned what started as a cooperative
effort between SJRWMD, federal and other scientists to determine the
cause and extent of the problem and come up with a way to address
the problem and prevent further harms, into an adversarial process in
which the parties either were prohibited or at least feared sharing in-
354. See Mary Jane Angelo, Harnessing the Power of Science in Environmental Law:
Why We Should, Why We Don't, and How We Can, 86 TEX. L. REV. 1527, 1564
(2008).
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formation and working together to find a solution. By pursing a crimi-
nal case against both the agency and the individuals who were
attempting in good faith to carry-out an important environmental res-
toration effort, the DOJ's actions had a chilling effect on other restora-
tion projects. Anecdotal information suggests that several planned
environmental land acquisitions were halted or delayed because of
fears that toxaphene residues in agricultural fields could result in
criminal actions being brought against other resource management
agencies. There is also information to suggest that other agencies,
such as the FWCC, in an effort to protect its staff from legal risk, di-
rected staff members not to work on the Lake Apopka project, thereby
removing the expertise and work of FWCC in helping to find a solu-
tion. Some SJRWMD land acquisition staff have expressed reluctance
to purchase and restore agricultural lands. Fortunately, however, the
new scientific information that was developed in response to the Lake
Apopka crisis has yielded improved risk assessment methodology for
organo-chlorines. With this new information and new protocol, re-
source managers are regaining confidence in agricultural restoration.
In fact, the new protocol, which is now being used world wide, is com-
monly referred to as the "Apopka method."
D. Mother (Nature) Knows Best
As the Lake Apopka story demonstrates, the best way to restore
ecological resilience to an ecosystem is to use nature as a blueprint.
Nature is complex and dynamic. Thus relying on overly simplistic ap-
proaches, such as merely removing one anthropogenic disturbance,
may not be sufficient. Similarly, attempting to "over-engineer" a solu-
tion may serve to eliminate important resilience mechanisms. The
successes of the Apopka restoration stems from decisions to mimic the
pre-eutrophic conditions of the lake and drainage area. Examples of
restoring or mimicking pre-eutrophic conditions include dramatically
reducing phosphorous inputs by purchasing farmlands and taking
them out of agricultural production; reconnecting the lake to its his-
toric littoral zone wetlands; using wetlands (i.e., the marsh flow-way)
to filter nutrients and sediments out of already polluted lake water;
removing large numbers of bottom-feeding fish (i.e., Gizzard Shad)
which in a non-eutrophic lake would comprise only about ten percent
of the total fish population; planting submersed vegetation to stabilize
the lake bottom and remove nutrients; and adopting rules that would
prohibit future increases in anthropogenic nutrient inputs to the lake.
One of the most significant shortcomings of previous environmen-
tal management and restoration attempts that failed was that they
ignored the complexity and changing nature of natural systems. By
attempting to find simple solutions by addressing only one type of dis-
turbance, or by attempting to manage natural systems in a static con-
[Vol. 87:9501004
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dition, managers ignored the critical role that resilience mechanisms
play in achieving long-term success. The species richness, species di-
versity to include driver species as well as passenger species, redun-
dancies in ecosystem structure and function, and other resilience
mechanisms that contribute to the complexity of natural systems are
what enable natural systems to absorb certain types, magnitudes and
durations of perturbation without shifting into a different state. Ac-
cordingly, environmental managers would be wise to follow nature's
blueprint and to seek to maintain or reintroduce these mechanisms
into managed or restored systems. The Lake Apopka story provides a
clear illustration of how mimicking nature by reintroducing multiple
resilience mechanisms, such as littoral zones, adjacent wetlands, re-
structuring of the fish populations, planting bottom-stabilizing vege-
tation and reducing nutrient inputs, can result in restoration success.
An important lesson from the Lake Apopka story is that to protect
natural or restored resilience, it is necessary to ensure that future per-
turbations do not exceed natural perturbations in terms of type, mag-
nitude or duration. In the Lake Apopka situation, SJRWMD
anticipated that there would likely be future development in the basin
which, if not adequately regulated, would result in long term inputs of
nutrients which would outstrip the restored lake's ability to absorb.
Accordingly, SJRWMD developed a nutrient budget that identified a
level of nutrients the lake could assimilate and allocated the allowable
nutrient loadings to existing dischargers. Moreover, SJRWMD
adapted a regulation that would prohibit future net increases in phos-
phorous loadings. This was a critical step in ensuring that distur-
bances from phosphorus discharges would stay below the level at
which the lake could absorb the effects without flipping to a eutrophic
state.
E. If At First You Don't Succeed ...
Complex restoration efforts will undoubtedly involve setbacks and
temporary failures. Some attempts simply may not work and it may
take several tries to get it right. We must stay focused on the long-
term goals-admitting failure too early will not lead to long-term
success.
The chronology of the Lake Apopka story is rife with setbacks and
temporary failures. In response to each of these failures, SJRWMD
made adjustments necessary to continue toward its ultimate restora-
tion goal. Starting in the early 1980s, SJRWMD's efforts to gain the
cooperation of farm owners in removing nutrients failed. SJRWMD
responded with a new regulation to limit phosphorus discharges from
the farms. When SJRWMD lost the legal challenge to the new rule,
SJRWMD shifted gears and initiated a program to purchase the farm-
lands and take them out of agricultural production. When the con-
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verted farmlands caused the bird deaths and the DOJ initiated
criminal investigations of SJRWMD and its employees, SJRWMD re-
sponded by acting to minimize future risk to birds while it launched
an ambitious research program to develop better information to un-
derstand risks to birds from pesticide-contaminated converted farm-
lands. At the same time, SJRWMD worked with the DOJ to develop a
settlement that would allow continued restoration of Lake Apopka
with improved processes to minimize future risks. SJRWMD used the
new scientific information to guide its remediation efforts and its fu-
ture restoration decisions for Lake Apopka.
Thus, one important lesson from the Lake Apopka story is that for
environmental restoration to be successful, it may take several tries
using different approaches. Circumstances change, laws change, new
scientific data emerges, and new information is gleaned from the trial
and error of adaptive management. If we allow setbacks, even those
as substantial as the Lake Apopka bird-kills, to defeat our restoration
efforts, we will rarely succeed in the long term. As difficult as it might
seem, we must accept short term failures and setbacks as part of
adaptive management. We must be nimble enough to respond to
those setbacks in meaningful ways, but we must continue to pursue
our long term environmental goals. In other words, we must learn
from experience, change course as necessary, and then perservere in
pursuing environmental restoration. Admitting failure too early will
never lead to long-term success. Likewise, allowing uncertainty or
setbacks to cause us to not try or to act too cautiously will not achieve
success.
V. CONCLUSION
The goal of environmental management and restoration should be
to maintain, or restore, ecological resilience. Without strong resilience
mechanisms in place, ecosystems cannot withstand the inevitable nat-
ural and anthropogenic perturbations that will occur. Resilience
mechanisms enable systems to absorb a certain type, magnitude and
duration of perturbation without flipping to a different, and often un-
desirable, state. Ecosystems are complex and dynamic. Our knowl-
edge of the complex and dynamic processes of ecosystems is very
limited. Accordingly, to manage or restore ecosystems, we often must
proceed in the face of uncertainty. Adaptive management enables en-
vironmental managers to proceed in the face of scientific uncertainty
and to use the management process itself for experimentation and ex-
periential learning. The Lake Apopka restoration story provides a
useful illustration of restoring ecological resilience to a system
through a long term process of trial and error. Several lessons emerge
from the Lake Apopka story. We can never know everything or antici-
pate every change, complication, or unintended consequence. This
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should not prevent us from acting. Instead, we must be prepared to
learn from experience and adjust to changed circumstances and new
information with a view to the long term. Our ultimate goal should be
to use nature as a blueprint to maintain or restore the types of resili-
ence mechanisms that are necessary for long term environmental suc-
cess. Finally, we must not give up. Environmental restoration
projects are not easy and are certain to be fraught with setbacks along
the way. They are not clean or simple. However, if environmental
restoration is the goal, we have no choice but to persevere.
